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City of Edmonton

2023-2026 Carbon Budget

Attachment 1

Figure 1: Community Carbon Budget 2023-2026

Corporate Carbon Budget Highlights
●

The City of Edmonton (the corporation) has set a target to be emissions neutral by the year 2040.

●

The 2023-2026 proposed capital, operating and utility budgets include recommended funding for
projects that will reduce GHG emissions by 31,000 tonnes CO2e over the four-year period for the
corporation.

●

Based on the current state emissions forecasts, including GHG impacts of the quantiﬁable capital
projects and operating service packages proposed in the 2023-2026 budget, the City of Edmonton as
a corporation will have an annual carbon deﬁcit of 169,000 tonnes CO2e by 2040. This means by
2040 when the corporate emissions are expected to be neutral with no net impact, the City will still
have GHG emissions of 169,000 tonnes CO2e annually.

●

The corporate carbon budget, which is the maximum emissions allowed from 2022 until 2040 for the
corporation to be carbon neutral by 2040, is 2.25 million tonnes CO2e. The corporation is forecasted
to use the corporate carbon budget, or deplete the allowable emissions, by 2032.
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City of Edmonton

2023-2026 Carbon Budget

Attachment 1

Figure 2: Corporate Carbon Budget 2023-2026
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Approximately 400 budget requests were evaluated for GHG impacts and received a qualitative ranking. 270
were assessed to have direct GHG emissions impacts. Of those, 60 had quantiﬁable GHG emissions impacts.
The remaining 210 budget requests that had direct GHG emissions impacts were not quantiﬁed for various
reasons, including:
●

Projects that are in initial planning phases, where critical details required to quantify GHG impacts
have yet to be deﬁned. These include capital projects in the very early design phases. As these
projects advance through the Project Development and Delivery Model (PDDM) and further project
details become available, it will be possible to quantify GHG impacts. It is important to note that
although high-level assumptions could be established to complete a quantiﬁcation of GHG
emissions for each budget request, the resulting GHG emissions estimates would have little to no
value for decision-makers. A primary technical objective for carbon budget quantiﬁcation is for the
estimates to be relevant and accurate to inform City Council and Administration.

●

Projects for which development details are expected to be informed in the future by public
engagement and community input, such as land development proﬁles. The City will complete GHG
quantiﬁcations once the required project development details are available or known and will be
required to develop new tools and quantiﬁcation methods.

●

Projects or initiatives that will have GHG impacts, but at this stage are requesting funding for
strategy and implementation development. At this time the impacts of these projects are highly
uncertain and dependent on many distinct and discrete decisions that may not be clearly identiﬁed.
An example of this would be the Urban Planning and Economy City Plan Implementation service
package.

●

Projects that are replacing assets for modern equivalents, that may result in small emissions
reductions but to maintain conservativeness and not overstate the GHG impact, the reductions were
not quantiﬁed. An example of this would be projects such as replacement of energy-using
equipment, such as replacing a refrigerator, which would be more eﬃcient but not emissions
neutral.

●

Projects that were not quantiﬁed due to data and quantiﬁcation limitations. In these instances, data
is either unavailable, or the means to quantify is not available at this time. This relates to the
maturity of the organization in developing processes to align with the carbon budgeting and
accounting framework. An example of this is the City purchasing agricultural land to convert to a
cemetery; the City currently does not have an agricultural emissions factor as part of the Natural
Asset Sequestration Model, therefore emissions impacts cannot be quantiﬁed for this project. The
City is working to develop quantiﬁcation methodologies and practices for these types of projects.
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Quantiﬁcation of transportation infrastructure
All transportation infrastructure works together as an integrated system of roads, transit routes and active
networks. The operational GHG emissions expected from a particular transportation infrastructure project
will be inherently impacted by the presence or absence of other transportation infrastructure within the
system. Therefore, quantiﬁcation of the GHG emissions for individual transportation infrastructure projects
will not provide an accurate measure of GHG impacts.
Adopting the system approach, the transportation related budget requests (e.g., LRT extensions, Mass
Transit network and Ambleside Park and Ride as Transit composite; Terwillegar Drive Expressway,
Yellowhead Trail Freeway Corridor, 50 Street Grade Separation as Road composite; and District Connector
Bike Network as Active mode composite) were all combined as a composite to estimate travel demand and
the resultant impacts of GHG emissions for the entire transportation system. To provide further perspective
of the emissions impacts related to diﬀerent transportation modes, the Transit, Road, and Active mode
composites were evaluated separately for quantiﬁed GHG emissions. Some projects within the composites
may increase emissions, while others may decrease; the net GHG impact of the composite is presented. The
idea is that investment in transportation infrastructure is one long-term component of achieving the overall
emission reductions targets of the Community Energy Transition Strategy. Emissions increases and
decreases were measured against a ‘current state’ road transportation system design that is reﬂective of the
system in 2021, therefore emissions impacts are measured against a “no development” scenario.
Quantiﬁcation of solar photovoltaics (PV)
The City of Edmonton has established a contract for procurement of green electricity that will come into
eﬀect in 2024, eﬀectively transitioning all corporate electricity to green electricity, meaning that the City will
have emissions neutral electricity. Therefore, any solar PV projects will have no net impact to corporate GHG
emissions and will be quantiﬁed as “0 tonnes CO2e” emissions impacts.
While not having direct impacts on corporate GHG emissions, solar PV provides other beneﬁts to the City. It
contributes to decarbonizing the grid, leads to decreases in electricity demand from the grid, and reduces
costs for the City by reducing the need to purchase electricity. Solar PV also contributes to a goal from the
‘Climate Resilient Edmonton: Adaptation Strategy’: Edmonton has resilient energy systems, by having
distributed energy systems.
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discussed in the Quantiﬁcation Assessment section above. If these projects are funded, as they advance and
project details become known, GHG emission reduction impacts would be quantiﬁed and provided with
future carbon budget reporting.
Table 3: Unfunded Budget Requests with Signiﬁcant Quantiﬁable GHG Emissions Impacts
Name of Budget Request (Capital proﬁle or
Operating service package)

2026
Quantiﬁed
Emissions
Impact (tonnes)
Brackets indicated
GHG Reductions

Community
/Corporate
/Both

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

District Energy Network Strategy and District Energy
Nodes (Capital proﬁle)

(24,800)

Community

34,500

Energy Transition Strategy Implementation Composite
(Operating service package)**

(3,300)

Both

32,000

Active Mode Composite (Capital proﬁle): Complete
district connector bike network and bike facilities within
neighbourhood proﬁles

(700)

Community

186,600

Enhanced Snow and Ice Control Service Standards
(Capital proﬁle and Operating service package)

1,700

Corporate

175,696

**The Energy Transition Strategy Implementation Composite is one of six operating service packages related to
climate action in the 2023-2026 budget. The quantiﬁed emissions impact reﬂects the annual estimated reduction
due to implementation of the Clean Energy Improvement Program (CEIP), which is included within the Energy
Transition Strategy Composite proﬁle. Estimate is based on conservative assumptions related to CEIP and may
change. This service package, in addition to the other climate action service packages, will have additional
decreases to GHG emissions, however, speciﬁc details are unknown at this time, so the impact has not been
quantiﬁed.
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Community Carbon Targets and Budget
The following graph shows the community current state emissions forecast and a revised forecast updated
for the GHG impacts of budget requests proposed in the 2023-2026 budget, compared to Edmonton’s
reduction targets that align with the Paris Agreement, and the community “fair share” carbon emissions
targets.
Figure 1: Community Carbon Budget 2023-2026

Table 4: Community Carbon Budget

Community Carbon Budget
(targets that align with the Paris Agreement)
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Carbon Budget 2022-2050
(Available GHG
Emissions)

Year Carbon Budget is
Depleted
(Based on Adjusted
Forecasts)

176 million tonnes CO2e

2037
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2023-2026 Carbon Budget

Attachment 1

Figure 2: Corporate Carbon Budget 2023-2026

Table 7: Corporate Carbon Budget

Corporate Carbon Budget

Carbon Budget
2022-2040
(Available GHG Emissions)

Year Carbon Budget is Depleted
(Based on Adjusted Forecasts)

2.25 million tonnes CO2e

2032

Table 8: Corporate Carbon Target and Carbon Deﬁcit
Annual tonnes CO2e

2040*

Current State Emissions Forecast (A)

181,000

2023-2026 Proposed Budget Requests Impacts (B)*

(12,000)

Adjusted Forecast (C) = (A + B)

169,000

Corporate Emissions Target (D)

0

Carbon Deﬁcit (E) = (C - D)

169,000

*Values presented in the table for GHG impacts of proposed budget requests for 2040 are based on extrapolations and are
subject to change.
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APPENDIX A
Pathway

Proﬁle ID

Proﬁle Name

CETS
Action

1

2

3

4

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Enabling

Community
/Corporate
/Both

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

Description of GHG Impacts

Proposed Proﬁles Requesting Funding by Asset Category (2023-2026 Proposed Capital Budget Appendix A)
Equipment
CM-66-2597

Automated Enforcement
Assets

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Community

3,670

CM-21-0012

Community Standards and
Neighbourhoods - Equipment
Conservation

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

432

23-21-4000

LRT Tunnel Intruder
Technology

-

- ⬇ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Corporate

3,800

This proﬁle is for renewal of automated enforcement equipment, including
Mobile Photo Enforcement (MPE) and Intersection Safety Devices (ISDs). No
emissions impacts are expected from this proﬁle.
This proﬁle is for assessing the condition of equipment and replacement of
equipment reaching end of life within the current inventory. No increased
energy use is expected from equipment replacement, and therefore no impacts
to Pathway 2 emissions. No enabling emissions impacts.
This proﬁle will reduce the probability of light rail transit (LRT) service
interruptions by ensuring the more surveillance at the LRT tunnels. This could
make LRT operation more reliable which could boost ridership and decrease
pathway 3 emissions. However, without survey data on LRT Reliability, the
impacts due to this speciﬁc technology cannot be quantiﬁed.
Direct Emission Impacts: Low. Associated with increased transit ridership.
Enabling Emission Impacts: Low. Less service interruptions could mean less
operating hours which would reduce demand for electricity use by the LRT
system.

CM-66-0013

Parks and Roads Services Equipment Renewal

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

727

This proﬁle is for the renewal of sander racks that are used to hold and store
sander boxes and dump boxes while not in use. No additional energy use or
emissions are expected. No direct or enabling emissions impacts.
This proﬁle will make LRT operation more reliable and provide safety and
security on the trains which could boost ridership. The increase in ridership
would likely mean less cars on the road which would result the reduction in
GHG emissions. However, without survey data on LRT Reliability and Safety on
LRT, carbon impacts due to this speciﬁc technology cannot be quantiﬁed.

23-21-3002

Train to Wayside Technology

-

- ⬇ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Corporate

8,000

Direct Emission Impacts - Low: Associated with more reliable LRT operation and
increase use.
Enabling Emission Impacts - Low: Uninterrupted communication and better
servillience will optimize the LRT system eﬃciencies and minimize service
interruptions. Less service interruptions could mean less operating hours which
would turn out less demand for electricity use by the LRT system.

CM-21-2010

Commonwealth Stadium
Equipment

- ❓ -

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

1,200

This proﬁle is for the planned replacement of energy using equipment at
Commonwealth Stadium to maintain services at events. The speciﬁc
replacements use a number of factors for selection, including their
sustainability and ability to reduce the environmental footprint of their
operation. Due to the lack of information about the speciﬁc replacements,
direct impacts to Pathway 2 emissions are uncertain. No enabling emissions
impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with the expected energy use
change from replacement of energy using equipment.

CM-21-5601

Community Recreation and
Culture - Equipment
Conservation

CM-70-0001

Fire Rescue Equipment
Replacement

-

-

CM-25-3002

Fleet Fluid Storage, Dispensing
and Disposal Systems

-

CM-20-0052

Library Furniture and
Equipment

-

CM-60-1771

Police Equipment

CM-60-1425

This is a renewal composite for existing Community Recreation and Culture
equipment. No change in energy use is expected from this equipment, and
therefore no direct or enabling emissions impacts.

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

4,097

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Community

3,384

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

1,223

This is a renewal composite for existing Fleet Fluid Storage, Dispensing and
Disposal Systems. No change in energy use is expected from this equipment,
and therefore no direct or enabling emissions impacts.

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

2,039

This proﬁle is for library equipment renewal including vehicles. None of the
replacement will be emissions reduction focused and therefore has no material
impact on any of the four pathways and no enabling emissions impacts.

- ⬆ -

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

2,055

Radio Life Cycle

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

3,407

CM-25-3005

Tools & Shop Equipment
Program

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

704

CM-25-3003

Vehicle and Equipment Service
Lift Program

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

591

CM-19-0000

Facilities - Minor Renewal
Program

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

30,000

This proﬁle is used to support minor renewal projects to address asset failures
within City owned facilities. The scope of work may include replacement of
energy using components with modern equivalent replacements which will not
have material emissions reductions. No direct emissions impacts and no
enabling emissions impacts.

CM-12-0300

Valley Zoo Animal Enclosure
Renewal and Enhancement

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

10,917

This proﬁle is for renewal and enhancement of existing features to required
levels of animal care. No impact expected to direct or enabling emissions.

-

-

-

This proﬁle is for replacement of critical Fire Rescue Services equipment that is
employed in emergency situations. No change in energy use is expected from
this equipment, and therefore no direct emissions impacts. No enabling
emissions impacts.

This proﬁle includes new equipment that would increase electrical load and
therefore increase Pathway 2 emissions. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with the expected low energy
demands associated with new equipment.
This proﬁle is for the maintenance of the EPS two-way radio communications
equipment. The related equipment is not expected to signiﬁcantly impact
energy use. No direct emissions impacts. No enabling emissions impacts.
This is a renewal composite for existing tools and shop equipment. No change
in energy use is expected from this equipment, and therefore no direct or
enabling emissions impacts.
This is a renewal composite for the Vehicle and Equipment Service Lift Program.
No change in energy use is expected from this equipment, and therefore no
direct or enabling emissions impacts.

Facilities

CM-10-1010

Facility: Planning and Design Growth

❓❓❓❓

Not
Quantiﬁed

❓

Both

22,802

This proﬁle is a composite. Speciﬁc projects within this composite have not yet
been deﬁned, only includes the planning and design of potential growth
projects. Direct emissions impacts are unknown for all pathways. Uncertain
enabling emissions impacts due to uncertainty of the speciﬁc growth projects
to be developed.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with application of these
planning and design activities across the entire City.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Medium: associated with application of these
planning and design activities across the entire City.
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Pathway

Proﬁle ID

Proﬁle Name

CM-11/12/13
-0000

Facility: Safety and Security Renewal; Facility: Service
Delivery - Renewal; Facility:
Service Support - Renewal

15-21-5785

Lewis Farms Community
Recreation Centre and Library

CETS
Action

1

-

2

-

3

-

4

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

- ⬆⬆⬇

1,400

Enabling

-

-

Community
/Corporate
/Both

Corporate

Both

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

138,706

278,000

Description of GHG Impacts

This proﬁle only includes modern equivalent replacement and not any
extensive energy renovation work. Energy renovations related to these facility
renewals will be identiﬁed in the "Climate Resilient City Facility Upgrades
(Linked to City's Renewal Program)" proﬁle. Therefore no direct or enabling
emissions impacts.
This proﬁle was designed prior to 2021 when C627 was adopted and therefore
the building is not emissions neutral and will increase Pathway 2 emissions.
The addition of trees and vegetation planted on the currently cleared
undeveloped lot will decrease pathway 4 emissions. New parking lot will
increase personal vehicle capacity and increase Pathway 3 emissions. No
enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions impact - Medium: associated with the emissions footprint of a
new recreation facility developed on a previously undeveloped lot and new
parking lot. Some minimal savings from additional trees in landscaping.

CM-61-3235

Transit Facility and ROW
Renewal

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Corporate

3,324

This proﬁle is a renewal composite and all work is modern equivalent
replacements. No direct emissions impacts. General renewal of transit serves
to enable decreases in emissions from increased transit ridership. Emissions
impacts deemed immaterial due to uncertainty.
Enabling Emissions Impact - High: associated with this proﬁles contribution to
the mass transit strategy.

19-10-1013

15-21-5801

Ambleside Integrated Site Phase 1

Coronation Park Sports and
Recreation Centre

-

-

-

-

- ⬆ - ⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

-

Corporate

Both

78,285

This proﬁle is related to a City owned site development where buildings will
meet C627 policy and be designed to be emissions neutral with renewable
energy production. This neutrality means it will have no impact to Pathway 1 or
2 emissions. The land for this project is already developed, so Pathway 4
emissions will not be impacted. No enabling emissions impacts.

130,400

This proﬁle was designed prior to 2021 when C627 was adopted and therefore
the building is not emissions neutral and will increase Pathway 2 emissions. A
net increase in total number of trees is expected through the project
decreasing Pathway 4 emissions. No enabling emissions impacts.

31,681

This proﬁle is for a retroﬁt that has some emissions reductions, decreasing
Pathway 2 emissions. A solar photovoltaic (PV) system was installed at this
location and was operational in 2021 baseline therefore no impact to Pathway
1 emissions. No enabling emissions impacts.

Direct Emissions impact - Medium: associated with the emissions footprint of a
new recreation facility.

21-12-0320

Edmonton Convention Centre
Rehabilitation

- ⬇ -

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

Direct Emissions Impact - Low: associated with reduced emissions expected
through the rehabilitation.

21-12-0350

Edmonton EXPO Centre
Rehabilitation

⬇⬇ -

-

(3,000)

⬇

Corporate

61,120

This proﬁle is for a retroﬁt that indicates a requirement to increase ventilation
rates at the facility which lead to increased energy use and emissions from the
baseline condition of the facility. However, rehabilitation eﬀorts are outlined in
3 phases, with each phase resulting in decreases to emissions from the new
expected energy load. This project makes design decisions today that will
enable future deep energy savings therefore resulting in an overall emissions
reduction in Pathway 2. Project includes installation of Solar, and therefore
decreased Pathway 1 emissions are expected.
Direct Emissions Impact - Medium: associated with Pathway 2 reductions and
Pathway 1, due to relatively high energy loads at the facility.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Medium: associated with the design enabling even
further future reductions due to relatively high energy loads at the facility.

21-11-9600

EPS-Police Headquarters
Rehabilitation

⬇⬇ -

-

(500)

-

Corporate

13,575

This proﬁle is for a project where the energy audit identiﬁed approximately
40% emissions savings from recommended measures. Includes Solar PV which
reduces Pathway 1 emissions. Pathway 2 emissions reduced due to improved
building energy performance. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impact - Low: associated with solar PV deployment and
reducing emissions through the rehab.

21-10-9105

20-10-9003

Fire Station #8 Relocation Blatchford

Fire Station No.19
Rehabilitation

-

-

-

- ⬇ -

-

-

0

<(100)

-

-

Corporate

Corporate

17,731

2,185

This proﬁle is for a new ﬁre station that will replace an existing ﬁre station. The
facility is expected to meet C627 policy and be designed to be emissions
neutral with renewable energy production. This neutrality means it will have no
impact to Pathway 1 or 2 emissions. No enabling emissions impacts
This proﬁle is for a general rehab project where the proposed design will
achieve an 8.5% reduction in energy use compared to the 2017 Alberta building
code requirements. This would results in energy savings and reductions in
Pathway 2 emissions. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with reduced energy
consumption / emissions due to the rehab.

20-10-9002

Fire Station No.3 Rehabilitation

- ⬇ -

-

<(100)

-

Corporate

3,488

This proﬁle is for capital renewal work. Energy modelling indicates that Pathway
2 emissions will decrease compared to code compliant building as well as
compared to historical energy use at facility. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with reduced energy
consumption / emissions due to the rehabilitation work.

21-10-9103

21-12-0330

22-12-9008

Iron Works Building
Rehabilitation

Kinsmen Sports Centre Facility
Rehabilitation

Mill Creek Pool Rehabilitation

- ⬆ -

-

200

-

Corporate

8,952

This proﬁle is to rehabilitate a building that has not been operational for over
10 years and will increase Pathway 2 emissions. This project will rehabilitate
this building to be a LEED Silver Building. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impact - Low: associated with new energy consumption /
emissions following operationalizing the building again.

- ⬇ -

-

(700)

-

Corporate

16,800

This proﬁle is for a retroﬁt that has no solar PV considered in Energy Model,
therefore no impact to Pathway 1 emissions. Energy model deﬁnes a range of
emissions reductions for Pathway 2 emissions (hundreds of tonnes to
thousands of tonnes annually). No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impact - Low: associated with reduced energy and emissions
from the rehabilitation and some degree of uncertainty in the ﬁnal reductions
generated.

- ⬇ -

-

<100

-

Corporate

3,878

This proﬁle is for the renewal of Mill Creek Pool. While the scope includes
additional ventilation which increase emissions, overall the rehabilitation is
expected to reduce Pathway 2 emissions. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with increased energy use for
ventilation oﬀset by rehab energy use reductions.
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Proﬁle ID

20-12-0230

Proﬁle Name

Ortona Armoury Arts Building
Renewal

CETS
Action

1

2

3

- ⬆ -

4

-

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

<100

Enabling

-

Community
/Corporate
/Both

Corporate

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

1,700

Description of GHG Impacts

This proﬁle is related to renewal and rehabilitation work. Energy assessment
indicated reduced energy use from 2019 operation of building. Building was
closed in 2020 and 2021, and resuming operations will increase Pathway 2
emissions. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with resuming operations of
the facility and the related energy use.

21-12-0310

21-12-0340

22-12-9007

Peter Hemingway Fitness &
Leisure Centre Rehabilitation Phase 1

The Orange Hub Phase II
Rehabilitation

Valley Zoo - Nature's Wild
Backyard Phase II

- ⬇ -

-

(1,100)

-

Corporate

585

This proﬁle is a rehabilitation with no solar PV to be integrated onto site and
therefore no impact to Pathway 1 emissions. Rehabilitation is expected to
reduce Pathway 2 emissions. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impact - Medium: associated with the expected energy
eﬃciency improvements incorporated into the rehabilitation.

- ⬇ -

-

(400)

-

Corporate

1,050

This proﬁle is for a retroﬁt (Pathway 2 reductions), that has no solar PV
considered in Energy Model, therefore no impact to Pathway 1 emissions. No
enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impact - Low: associated with reduced energy and emissions
from the rehabilitation, deﬁned by the energy model.

- ⬆ - ❓

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Both

47,800

This proﬁle is for the Valley Zoo - Nature's Wild Backyard Phase II project. There
is no inclusion of solar PV or other energy systems, therefore no impact to
Pathway 1 emissions. Addition of facilities will increase Pathway 2 emissions.
No transportation routes involved, therefore no impact to Pathway 3
emissions. Unclear if there is a net gain in trees associated with the project, and
therefore uncertain Pathway 4 emissions impacts. No enabling emissions
impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with new facility energy use
and potential impact to land use.

Fleet

25-21-1000

CM-61-3609

LRV Replacements

Bus Equipment Renewal

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Corporate

55,000

Light rail vehicle (LRV) replacements considered to be modern equivalent
renewal, and therefore no impacts to Pathway 3 emissions. Renewal of LRVs
supports the Mass Transit Strategy, and therefore enable emission decreases.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with the contribution to the
Mass Transit Strategy.

⬇

Community

4,788

This proﬁle is for the replacement of aging/end of life onboard technology
systems and supporting software. Overall these replacements maintain or
improve rider experience, and are expected to enable more use of the transit
system and therefore decreases in emissions. No direct emissions impacts.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: Associated with the potential to improve
transit ridership.

CM-66-3400

LRV Fleet & Equipment
Renewal

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Corporate

4,724

This proﬁle is a renewal composite and all work is modern equivalent
replacements. No direct emissions impacts. General renewal of transit serves
to enable decreases in emissions from increased transit ridership. Emissions
impacts deemed immaterial due to uncertainty.
Enabling Emissions Impact - High: associated with this proﬁles contribution to
the mass transit strategy.

CM-25-1001

CM-60-1765

Vehicle and Equipment
Replacement

Vehicle Replacements

-

-

-

-

-

- ⬇ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

(400)

⬇

Corporate

123,754

This is only ﬂeet renewal and therefore no growth in ﬂeet is included. No direct
emissions impacts. Potential for adoption of hybrid or electric vehicle options
through renewal, which would enable emissions decreases.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Low: associated with the potential adoption of
hybrid or electric vehicle through the replacement.

-

Corporate

30,648

This proﬁle would include both growth and renewal of the ﬂeet. Expectation is
to transition to hybrid vehicles, going from current 3% to around 30 or 40% of
the ﬂeet. This serves to decrease Pathway 3 emissions. No enabling emissions
impacts.
Direct Emissions Impact - Low: associated with the expected adoption of
hybrid/electric vehicles (EVs) into the ﬂeet.

Information Technology

Business Intelligence and
Analytics - Capital Renewal

-

23-51-1906

Corporate Integrated Data
Solution (CIDS)

-

-

-

23-51-1905

Taxation Assessment
Collections System (TACS)
Transformation

-

-

19-18-1901

Information Security and
Disaster Recovery
Enhancements

-

CM-20-0050

IT Infrastructure Renewal

19-51-1904

This proﬁle is for the renewal of geospatial information systems and traﬃc
monitoring software and hardware that is used in the planning, design and
eﬃciency of the transportation system and network. Replacements are not
expected to signiﬁcantly impact energy use. No direct emissions impacts.

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

3,000

This proﬁle is related to software. Any necessary additional energy demand
from such software would be evaluated if and when growth in server capacity is
proposed. No direct emissions or enabling emissions impacts.

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

2,816

This proﬁle is related to software. Any necessary additional energy demand
from such software would be evaluated if and when growth in server capacity is
proposed. No direct emissions or enabling emissions impacts.

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

3,000

This proﬁle is related to software. Any necessary additional energy demand
from such software would be evaluated if and when growth in server capacity is
proposed. No direct emissions or enabling emissions impacts.

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

2,460

This proﬁle is related to IT renewal and and is not expected to impact energy
use. No direct or enabling emissions impacts.

Next Generation 9-1-1 (NG911)
IP Call Handling

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

3,000

This proﬁle is related to software. Any necessary additional energy demand
from such software would be evaluated if and when growth in server capacity is
proposed. No impacts to Pathway 1, 2, 3 or 4 emissions and no enabling
emissions impacts.

CM-60-1461

Police IT - Applications
Enhancement

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

11,835

This proﬁle is related to software. Any necessary additional energy demand
from such software would be evaluated if and when growth in server capacity is
proposed. No direct or enabling emissions impacts.

CM-60-1460

Police IT - Applications
Sustainment

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

4,825

This proﬁle is for the renewal of EPS software applications and systems that
support EPS operations and not expected to impact energy use. No impacts to
direct or enabling emissions.

CM-60-1433

Police IT - Infrastructure
Sustainment

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

7,130

This proﬁle is for the maintenance of foundational infrastructure components
including hardware, software and telephone systems. The related equipment is
not expected to signiﬁcantly impact energy use. No direct emissions impacts.
No enabling emissions impacts.

CM-50-0010

-

-
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-

Community

2,049

Enabling emissions impacts - Immaterial. Associated with the use of data
collected by these systems for more informed decision making with regards to
ﬂeet replacement with zero emissions vehicles.
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Pathway

1

2

3

4

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Enabling

Community
/Corporate
/Both

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

Description of GHG Impacts

Technology Applications Renewal

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

9,620

This proﬁle is related to software applications and systems renewal and are not
expected to impact energy use. No impacts to direct or enabling emissions.

CM-18-1514

Technology Implementation Growth

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

2,000

This proﬁle is related to software. Any necessary additional energy demand
from such software would be evaluated if and when growth in server capacity is
proposed. No direct or enabling emissions impacts.

CM-18-1515

Technology Infrastructure Renewal

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

11,996

This proﬁle is related to IT renewal and is not expected to impact energy use.
No direct or enabling emissions impacts.

CM-17-2040

Urban Planning & Economy
Service Transformation

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

N/A

5,600

This proﬁle will support the Urban Planning & Economy Service Transformation
initiative to fund investment in technology, business process optimization, and
staﬀ capability related to City services. No operational emissions impacts or
enabling emissions impacts are expected.

21-60-1472

CRIMM - CAD-RMS Integration,
Modernization and
Maximization

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

4,170

Proﬁle ID

Proﬁle Name

CM-18-1510

CETS
Action

This proﬁle is for IT information management system with no direct or enabling
emissions impacts.

Land

CM-17-5046

Edmonton Exhibition Lands

- ⬇⬇⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Both

53,119

This proﬁle is for the redevelopment of the Exhibition Lands which is intended
to conform to the objectives of the Community Energy Transition Strategy. The
redevelopment will include a multi modal mobility network that will expand
active travel capacity and decrease Pathway 3 emissions. Further, mixed use
built form and proximity to the mass transit system, is expected to enable
expanded use of transit and enable emissions decreases. Redevelopment of
buildings is targeting emissions neutrality and increased density to reduce
Pathway 2 emissions. Expected increase tree plantings related to
redevelopment decrease Pathway 4 emissions.
Direct Emission Impacts: Medium: Associated with reduced building emissions,
increased active travel, and new tree planting.
Enabling Emission Impacts: Medium: Associated with inducing more transit use
in alignment with the overall vision of the City Plan.

CM-17-5047 River Crossing Redevelopment

CM-17-1022

District Park Land Acquisition
(New ASPs)

-

-

-

-

-

-

- ❓

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

❓

Community

3,000

This proﬁle is related to engagement, planning, engineering, and design work.
Future construction activities would be evaluated when budget is requested.
Uncertain enabling emissions impacts.
Enabling emissions impacts - Medium: Associated with the full development of
River Crossing.

-

Both

6,500

This proﬁle is for purchasing land in Riverview, Decoteau, and Horse Hill for
district parks. Park development emissions impacts would be evaluated once
designs are proposed. Speciﬁc lands purchased and the natural areas currently
present on those lands will impact Pathway 4 emissions, but are currently
uncertain. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with uncertainty of natural
assets that will be impacted.

CM-16-2015

CM-16-2010

Industrial-CommercialInvestment Acquisition

Industrial-CommercialInvestment Land Development

-

-

-

-

-

- ⬆ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

⬆

Both

Community

0

0

This proﬁle is for the purchase of land, not modiﬁcation. Associated emissions
would be added to corporate inventory but would not change overall
community emissions. No operational emissions impacts are expected.
This proﬁle includes land development activities for industrial/commercial
development in Ellerslie, Goodridge Corners, Rampart and Roper. Land
development includes roadway construction, increasing road capacity and
increasing Pathway 3 emissions. Enables construction of new
commercial/industrial development, enabling emissions increases.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Medium: Associated with the construction of new
roadway capacity.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: Associated with enabling new
commercial/industrial development.

CM-17-1020

Mature Area Land Acquisition

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Community

8,000

This proﬁle is for the purchase of land for parks in mature/redeveloping areas
that lack green space. It is assumed that the land being acquired would already
be developed to a certain extent, therefore there would be minimal carbon
sequestration ability. There will be no material impact of emissions by this
work.
This proﬁle includes acquisition of the land which will prevent it from becoming
developed and can enable natural asset protection and allow for ongoing
carbon sequestration of these lands impacting Pathway 4.

CM-17-3017

Natural Areas Acquisition

-

-

- ⬇

(1,000)

⬇

Community

6,500

Direct Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with purchasing land that would
otherwise be developed.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with the long term protection
of land from development.

CM-16-5110

Real Estate Investment
Purchase

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Both

8,000

CM-17-5120

Real Estate Transportation
Legacy Land Acquisition

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Both

2,000

CM-16-2020

Residential/Mixed-Use Land
Development

-

- ⬆ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬆

Community

35,239

This proﬁle is for the purchase of land, not modiﬁcation. Associated emissions
would be added to corporate inventory but would not change overall
community emissions. No operational emissions impacts are expected.
This proﬁle is for the purchase of land, not modiﬁcation. Associated emissions
would be added to corporate inventory but would not change overall
community emissions. No operational emissions impacts are expected.
This proﬁle includes land development activities for residential/mixed-use land
development in Goodridge Corners, Schonsee and Aster. Land development
includes roadway construction, increasing road capacity and increasing
Pathway 3 emissions. Enables construction of new residential/mixed-use
development, enabling emissions increases.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Medium: Associated with the construction of new
roadway capacity.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: Associated with enabling new
residential/mixed-use development.
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Proﬁle ID

CM-16-2025

Proﬁle Name

Residential/Mixed-Use Land
Development Acquisition

CETS
Action

1

2

3

4

❓❓❓❓

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Not
Quantiﬁed

Enabling

Community
/Corporate
/Both

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

Description of GHG Impacts

This proﬁle is for land development, although no speciﬁc sites are identiﬁed.
The exact amount of land is not known nor the locations. This is 'opportunistic'
purchasing that would be guided by policy. All pathways have uncertain
impacts.

❓

Both

2,000

Direct Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with Pathway 1, 2, 3, and 4
emissions.
Enabling Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with Pathway 3 emissions
related to higher automobile use.

CM-17-1001

River Valley Land Acquisition

-

-

- ⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

10,000

This proﬁle is for land purchase within River Valley. The proﬁle will have key
focus areas such as protection of natural areas, securing/protecting carbon
sinks, increasing the number of hectares of open space which will allow for
ongoing carbon sequestration of these lands and will reduce Pathway 4
emissions.
Direct Emissions Impacts - immaterial: associated with eliminating
development of river valley land.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - immaterial: associated with the long term
protection of purchased natural lands from development.

CM-17-1004

Suburban School and Park
Land Acquisition

-

-

- ⬆

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Community

8,000

This proﬁle is for undeveloped land that is being purchased to be turned into
park land on school sites. Speciﬁc school site developments onced designed
and proposed would be evaluated for their emissions impacts. This land
aquisition removes the natural area's ability to sequester carbon, increasing
Pathway 4 emissions. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with naturalized land being
turned into park land.

CM-17-5037

Surplus School Sites - First
Place Program

- ⬆ -

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Community

100

This proﬁle is related to the City's First Place Program which provides housing
options for ﬁrst-time home buyers. The proﬁle includes the development of
vacant surplus school sites for residential homes, increasing Pathway 2
emissions. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: Associated with the emissions generated from
new residential buildings.

CM-17-5045

Transforming Surplus City
Lands

Heritage Valley Land
Development

19-16-5055

-

-

-

-

- ⬆⬆⬆

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬆

Community

16,338

This proﬁle is related to developing City surplus land into serviced lots for
building development. No direct emissions impacts. Enables emissions
increases due to the subsequent development of the lots after sale.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Low: Associated with the emissions generated
from new buildings developed.

⬆

Community

7,000

This proﬁle includes rezoning for land development. This project will allow new
construction of buildings/streetlights which will increase Pathway 2 emissions.
Additional road capacity will increase Pathway 3 emissions. The majority of land
was originally agriculture as well as a small wetland that once removed will
increase Pathway 4 emissions. No energy production envisioned in area and
therefore no impact to Pathway 1 emissions. Development will enable more
personal vehicle transportation to and from the community and enable
emissions increases.
Direct Emissions Impact - Medium: associated with substantial new
development and associated energy use and land impacts across a large area.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Medium: associated with induced transportation to
and from the community in a remote part of the City.

Neighbourhoods
CM-27-0000

Transportation:
Neighbourhood Alley Renewal
Program

CM-50-5050

CRL Projects - Planning and
Design

-

-

-

-

See composite
item rankings

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

N/A

81,310

Not
Quantiﬁed

See
composite
item
rankings

N/A

14,385

This proﬁle is for alley renewal and does not include expansion of
transportation routes. There are no direct or enabling emissions impacts.
This is a composite that includes: 100 Street Pedestrian Bridge, 107 Street
Streetscape, 99 Street Streetscape and Library Parkade Membrane
Replacement, Beaver Hills House - Michael Phair Parks, Green and Walkable
Downtown - Emerging Opportunities, Harbin Gate, Jasper Avenue New Vision
(102-109 Street). See composite item rankings.
This proﬁle is a composite that will include numerous other CRL projects that
are reviewed under other budget proﬁles. Uncertain impact to all Pathway
emissions and uncertain enabling emissions impacts.

CM-74-4100

Downtown Community
Revitalization Levies Delivery

❓❓❓❓

Not
Quantiﬁed

❓

Both

127,951

Direct Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with the broad application of
this proﬁle including multiple projects.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with the broad application of
this proﬁle including multiple projects.

100 Street Pedestrian Bridge

107 Street Streetscape

-

-

- ⬇ -

- ⬇⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

⬇

Community

Community

Part of
CM-50-5050
and
CM-74-4100

Part of
CM-50-5050
and
CM-74-4100

The project will expand active travel capacity, and decrease Pathway 3
emissions. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emission Impacts: Low. Associated with the expanded active travel
capacity.
This proﬁle is part of the "Green and Walkable Downtown" catalyst project for
improving downtown roadways and streetscapes that support safe pedestrian
movement, and therefore is expected to enable emissions decreases. Proﬁle
includes installation of wider sidewalks, increasing active travel capacity and
decreasing Pathway 3 emissions. With the additional greenery, the proﬁle will
also likely support emissions sequestration, therefore reducing Pathway 4
emissions.
Direct Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with increased active travel
and additional greenery.
Enabling Emission Impacts: Low. Associated with the project's contribution to
the Green and Walkable Downtown catalyst project, and potential to induce
greater active travel.
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Proﬁle ID

Proﬁle Name

99 Street Streetscape and
Library Parkade Membrane
Replacement

CETS
Action

1

-

2

3

4

- ⬇⬇

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Not
Quantiﬁed

Enabling

⬇

Community
/Corporate
/Both

Community

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

Part of
CM-50-5050
and
CM-74-4100

Description of GHG Impacts

This proﬁle will construct a permanent bike facility which will address a current
gap in the active transportation network within the greater downtown network,
expanding active travel capacity and reducing Pathway 3 emissions. The proﬁle
also include enhanced lighting and additional greenery which will also have
small carbon impacts in Pathways 3 and 4.
Direct Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with increased active travel
capacity, enhanced lighting, and additional greenery.
Enabling Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with the proﬁles
contribution to addressing a current gap in the active transportation network
and potential to induce more trips using active mode of transportation.

Beaver Hills House
Park/Michael Phair Park
Upgrades

- ⬆ -

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

Part of
CM-50-5050
and
CM-74-4100

This proﬁle includes the Capital City Downtown Plan’s vision and includes the
addition of green spaces that also allows and facilitates active frontages with
adjacent buildings that promote active travel and enable decreased emissions.
The project will also include the design and construction of a permanent
washroom facility that will provide an essential service to those in the
Downtown neighbourhood and increase Pathway 2 emissions.
Direct Emission Impacts: Immaterial - Associated with emissions generated
from new washroom facility.
Enabling Emissions Impacts: Immaterial - Associated with promotion of active
travel.

Green and Walkable
Downtown - Emerging
Opportunities

-

- ⬇⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

Part of
CM-50-5050
and
CM-74-4100

This proﬁle, "Green and Walkable Downtown" is a coordinated program of
street and public realm improvements that will result in a interconnected
pedestrian network with street trees and landscaping on all downtown streets.
Proﬁle includes tree planting that reduce Pathway 4 emissions. Traﬃc calming
measures reduce road capacity and added active travel capacity together
decrease Pathway 3 emissions. New street lighting would increase Pathway 3
emissions, but is not expected to oﬀset decreases from transportation capacity
change. Overall decrease to Pathway 3 emissions. This proﬁles contribution to
Green and Walkable Downtown will enable emissions decreases through
promotion of active travel.
Direct Emission Impacts - Immaterial: Associated with new tree plantings, new
street lighting, and reduced road capacity from traﬃc calming measures.
Enabling Emission Impacts - Low: associated with the promotion of active travel
throughout the downtown aligned with the Green and Walkable Downtown
project.

Harbin Gate

Jasper Avenue New Vision
(102-109 Street)

-

-

-

-

-

- ⬇⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

⬇

N/A

Community

Part of
CM-50-5050
and
CM-74-4100

Part of
CM-50-5050
and
CM-74-4100

This proﬁle is a landmark project in downtown. No meaningful operational
carbon impacts are expected.

This proﬁle will create wider, safer, more accessible public realm which will
encourage walking and other active modes of transportation. The proﬁle will
also add to the number of trees and tree canopy in downtown, providing
carbon sequestration beneﬁts in Pathway 4 and mitigating the urban heat
island eﬀect. There may be small increases in emissions for lighting.
Direct Emission Impacts: Low. Associated with Pathway 3 and 4 emissions.
Enabling Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with Pathway 3 emissions
and its contribution towards the overall downtown vibrancy context.

CM-66-2596

Safe and Livable Community
Streets

-

- ⬇ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

This proﬁle includes traﬃc calming programs which will improve fuel economy
of vehicles from reduced speeding and decrease Pathway 3 emissions. Traﬃc
calming can also enable emissions reductions through safer streets enabling
more active travel.

⬇

Community

17,148

Direct Emission Impacts: Low. Associated with decreased residential speeds
increasing vehicle fuel eﬃciencies.
Enabling Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with potential increase in
active travel.

CM-66-2585

Safe Crossings

- ⬆⬆ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

25,875

This proﬁle will include installation and signal upgrades, new signalization
options (i.e., lead pedestrian intervals), and solar rapid ﬂashing beacons.
Installation of new non-solar signals will increase Pathway 2 emissions. These
safe crossing signals could also slow traﬃc ﬂow increasing Pathway 3
emissions. However, safe crossing signals will also make active travel modes
more safe which may encourage more travel by active modes and enable
emissions decreases.
Direct Emission Impacts: Low. Associated with signal energy use and slowing
road traﬃc.
Enabling Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Implementing safe crossing signals will
make corridors safer which may encourage more travel by active modes thus
decreasing emissions.

CM-25-0000

Transportation:
Neighbourhoods - Renewal

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

❓

Community

545,717

This proﬁle includes speciﬁc scope of work that is not yet deﬁned project by
project. Projects only include road, sidewalk, and trail renewal. Renewal of
transportation system enables ongoing emissions from each transportation
mode. No direct impacts, and uncertain enabling emissions impacts.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with the broad application of
these renewals across the City and potential transformational change induced.

22-10-9312

Commonwealth Recreation
Centre Solar Photovoltaic
Project

⬇ -

-
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-

0

-

Corporate

1,505

This proﬁle is for the installation of solar PV systems which displace the use of
grid electricity and eliminate the emissions associated with electricity use
thereby decreasing Pathway 1 emissions. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with the new generation of
electricity from solar PV.
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Proﬁle ID

22-40-9028

Proﬁle Name

Killarney Neighbourhood
Reconstruction

CETS
Action

1

-

2

3

4

- ⬇⬇

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Not
Quantiﬁed

Enabling

❓

Community
/Corporate
/Both

Both

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

17,130

Description of GHG Impacts

This proﬁle is related to neighbourhood renewal. Project will add active travel
paths and traﬃc calming infrastructure to lead to reductions in Pathway 3
emissions. There is no indication of switching existing street lighting to
light-emitting diode (LED), therefore no additional impact to Pathway 3
emissions. Includes addition of trees and therefore decreases Pathway 4
emissions. Potential to enable more active travel use but these emissions
impacts are uncertain.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with new active transport
capacity, traﬃc calming measures, and addition of trees.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with potential induced
active travel.

21-40-9024

NRP Recon - Calder

-

- ❓⬇

<(100)

⬇

Both

22,047

This proﬁle is related to neighbourhood renewal. Additional lighting is
proposed which increase Pathway 3 emissions. Project also expands active
transportation infrastructure and therefore expected reductions to Pathway 3
emissions. Overall uncertain impact to Pathway 3 emissions. Net increase in
total number of trees, and therefore decreases Pathway 4 emissions. Generally
renewal will enable more active travel within the neighbourhood potentially
enabling emissions reductions.
Direct Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with additional lighting, trees,
and new active travel capacity.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with potential to induce
more active travel.

21-40-9025

NRP Recon - Garneau

-

- ⬇⬇

<(100)

⬇

Both

9,780

This proﬁle is related to neighbourhood renewal. Project expands active
transportation infrastructure and therefore expected reductions to Pathway 3
emissions. Net increase in the number of trees, and therefore decreases to
Pathway 4 emissions. Generally renewal will enable more active travel within
the neighbourhood and enable emissions decreases.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with expanded active travel
capacity and net increase in number of trees.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with induced active travel
use.

21-40-9023

NRP/NARP Recon - Beaumaris
Neighbourhood and Alleys

-

- ⬇ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

❓

Both

14,652

This proﬁle is related to neighbourhood renewal which will switch existing
street lighting with LED which will reduce Pathway 3 emissions. The project
does not expand any transportation infrastructure and therefore no impact to
Pathway 3 emissions related to active travel. No indication of tree removal or
addition, and therefore no impact to Pathway 4 emissions. Generally renewal
will enable more active travel within the neighbourhood potentially enabling
emissions reductions. Emissions impacts deemed to be immaterial due to
uncertainty.
Direct Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with LED conversion of
streetlighting within a single neighbourhood.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with potential enabling
more active travel.

22-40-9029

Pleasantview Neighbourhood
Reconstruction

-

- ⬇⬇

<(100)

❓

Both

23,710

This proﬁle is related to neighbourhood renewal. Project will add active travel
paths and traﬃc calming infrastructure to lead to reductions in Pathway 3
emissions. There is no indication of switching existing street lighting to LED,
therefore no additional impact to Pathway 3 emissions. Includes addition of
trees and therefore decreases Pathway 4 emissions. Potential to enable more
active travel use but these emissions impacts are uncertain.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with new active transport
capacity, traﬃc calming measures, and addition of trees.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with potential induced
active travel.

Open Spaces

CM-35-1000

Greener As We Grow Tree
Planting Program

-

-

- ⬇

(400)

⬇

Both

32,441

This consolidated capital proﬁle is focused on tree planting and includes
continuation of existing tree planting services levels and enhanced tree
planting to meet the City Plan's 2 million tree planting goal and work towards
growing Edmonton's urban forest canopy to 20%. The proﬁle will lead to
decreases in Pathway 4 emissions, and enabling ongoing growth of the
sequestration capacity of the City in alignment with the City Plan objectives.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low. Associated with tree planting throughout the
City.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: Associated with the ongoing growth of
the sequestration capacity of the City and contribution to the overarching City
Plan objectives.

CM-39-0000

Open Space - Minor Renewal
Program

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

❓

Community

11,000

This proﬁle provides funding to support the renewal of smaller emergent
projects for open space assets. Renewal is expected to be modern equivalent
replacement, and is not expected to include any energy using equipment or
expansion of transportation capacity. Replacements are likely to include
renewal of access and circulation systems (trails, roads, and parking lots)
leading to uncertain enabling emissions impacts.
Enabling emissions impacts - Immaterial: Associated with the renewal of trails,
roads, and parking lots and maintaining the use of this infrastructure.

CM-37-0000

Open Space: Contaminated
Site Management Program

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

6,000

CM-38-0000

Open Space: Overland
Drainage - Renewal

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

4,000

CM-33-3001

Commemorative Programs

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

N/A

620
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This proﬁle includes the ongoing evaluation, investigation and remediation of
contaminated sites throughout Edmonton. There are no direct or enabling
emissions impacts.
This proﬁle includes investigation and design/construction of overland drainage
work and low impact development features to correct ﬂooding and erosion
problems. There are no direct emissions impacts expected.
Enabling emissions impacts - Low. Associated with the proﬁle's contribution to
minimize ﬂooding events and avoiding restoration work following ﬂooding
events.
This proﬁle includes adding commemorative benches. There are no material
direct or enabling operational emissions impacts.

APPENDIX A
Pathway

Proﬁle ID

Proﬁle Name

CETS
Action

1

2

3

4

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Enabling

Community
/Corporate
/Both

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

Description of GHG Impacts

This proﬁle includes acquisition of the land which will prevent it from becoming
developed and can enable natural asset protection and allow for ongoing
carbon sequestration of these lands impacting Pathway 4.
CM-16-1232

Dry Pond Land Acquisitions

-

-

- ⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

13,000

Direct Emissions Impact - immaterial: associated with the uncertain
sequestration from the dry ponds.
Enabling Emissions Impact - immaterial: associated with the long term
sequestration from the dry ponds.

CM-36-3636

Neighbourhood Park
Development Program - New

- ❓❓❓

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Both

4,999

This proﬁle is related to the Neighbourhood Park Development Program that
provides matching funding for community partners for development of
playgrounds, landscaping, shelters, community gardens, spray parks, trails and
seniors amenities. Due to projects being community initiated priorities, the
emissions impacts are uncertain for Pathways 2, 3, and 4. No enabling
emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial. Associated with any new park facilities
and trails.

CM-34-0000

Open Space: Landslide and
Erosion Management Program

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

❓

Community

21,308

This proﬁle includes the geotechnical landslide and erosion management
program and the PAC (Permanent Area Contribution) creek erosion control and
protection program. The proﬁle seeks to proactively monitor geotechnical risks
and hazards and respond to emergent and unexpected impacts to City lands
and infrastructure. No impact to direct emissions, but the proﬁle does enable
uncertain impacts in emissions related to the proactive maintenance of roads
and trails to facilitate ongoing use.
Enabling emissions impact - Immaterial. Associated with the facilitating ongoing
use of trails and roads under this proﬁle.

CM-33-0000

Open Space: Open Spaces Renewal

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

❓

Community

6,096

This proﬁle is a open space renewal composite that includes roads, parking
lots, utilities, irrigation, and trails. Utility and irrigation systems to be updated to
modern equivalents and will not impact Pathway 2 emissions. General renewal
of trail systems can enable more active travel and enable emissions reductions,
whereas renewal of parking lots and roads will enable emissions increases.
Uncertain enabling emissions impacts due to uncertainty in net change due to
projects. Additional new tree plantings supported by other budget proﬁles and
therefore no impact to Pathway 4 emissions.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with the uncertain net
change in emissions from renewal of active paths, roads and parking lots.

CM-32-0000

Open Space: Parks - Renewal

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

❓

Community

46,770

This proﬁle is for park renewal activities across the City related to trails, utilities,
parking lots, and roads. Renewal of utilities and ﬁxtures will be replaced with
modern equivalents and not impact Pathway 2 emissions. General renewal of
trail systems can enable more active travel and enable emissions reductions,
whereas renewal of parking lots and roads will enable emissions increases.
Uncertain enabling emissions impacts due to uncertainty in net change due to
projects. Additional new tree plantings are supported by other budget proﬁles
and therefore no impact to Pathway 4 emissions under this proﬁle.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with the uncertain net
change in emissions from renewal of active paths, roads and parking lots.

CM-31-0000

Open Space: River Valley
System - Renewal

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

❓

Community

19,410

This proﬁle is a renewal composite for all aging trails, parking lots and roads
located in the river valley. General renewal of River Valley trail systems can
enable more active travel and enable emissions reductions, whereas renewal of
parking lots and roads will enable emissions increases. Uncertain enabling
emissions impacts due to uncertainty in net change due to projects. Additional
new tree plantings are supported by other budget proﬁles and therefore no
impact to Pathway 4 emissions under this proﬁle.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with the uncertain net
change in emissions from renewal of active paths, roads and parking lots.

CM-35-0000

Open Space: Soft Landscaping:
Renewal

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

25,000

This proﬁle is a open space renewal composite that will fund renewal of the
urban forest canopy within the City but does not include new tree planting. This
proﬁle is directed by the objectives of the Urban Forest Asset Management Plan
and the Urban Forest Management Plan. Renewal of the urban forest canopy
will enable ongoing emissions decreases from the urban forest.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with the renewal of trees
to maintain and grow the City's sequestration capacity overtime.

21-32-9101

William Hawrelak Park
Rehabilitation

-

- ❓ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

❓

Both

127,438

This proﬁle is for the rehabilitation of William Hawrelak Park. The project does
not include any installation of solar PV or other new energy systems therefore
no Pathway 1 emissions impacts. The project will update mechanical/electrical
systems and buildings with modern equivalents, not impacting Pathway 2
emissions. Addition of new active path and bike parking capacity will decrease
Pathway 3 emissions but the addition of new security lights will increase
Pathway 3 emissions. Uncertain impacts to Pathway 3 due to unknown net
change. No indication of increased or decreased number of trees or inclusion
of naturalization and therefore no impact to Pathway 4 emissions is assumed.
Renewal of roads, parking lots, and trails all serve to enable emissions impacts,
however the enabling emissions impacts are uncertain due to the unknown net
change that would result from the renewal.
Direct Emissions Impact - Low: associated with new lighting and expanded
active transportation routes.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with potential increased
road and active travel for accessing the site.

21-10-9104

Centennial Plaza Renewal

-

-

- ⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Corporate

1,950

This proﬁle includes the renewal of open space including increased tree
planting, reducing Pathway 4 emissions. Potentially enables active
transportation.
Direct Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with additional tree plantings.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with induced active travel.
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Proﬁle ID

Proﬁle Name

Malcolm Tweddle & Edith
Rogers Dry Ponds

16-23-9805

CETS
Action

1

-

2

-

3

-

4

-

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Not
Quantiﬁed

Enabling

⬇

Community
/Corporate
/Both

Community

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

1,989

Description of GHG Impacts

This proﬁle is related to a dry pond expansion and does not increase natural
area footprint, only drainage capacity. While this does not impact Pathway 4
emissions it does serve to reduce damages from ﬂooding events, and enables
reductions in emissions related to emergency response from eliminating those
events.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Low: associated with reduced emergency response
and recovery from urban ﬂooding events.

21-30-9302

Urban Tree Canopy Expansion

- ❓ - ⬇

<100

⬇

Corporate

1,160

This proﬁle is for the expansion of urban tree canopy and will lead to decreases
to Pathway 4 emissions. Uncertain impacts to Pathway 2 emissions, as
expanded tree canopy can reduce cooling demands or increase heating
demand dependent on ﬁnal planting locations. Potential to enable reductions
by promoting active modes of travel by providing shade.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with new tree plantings and
potential to impact building energy use dependent on ﬁnal planting locations.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with potential for shading
from urban canopy to support more active transportation use.

Transportation

23-24-0300

CM-29-0000

CM-66-3600

High Level Bridge
Rehabilitation

Transportation: Minor Renewal
Program

Bus Fleet & Equipment Rehab
& Replacement

-

-

-

- ⬇ -

-

-

-

- ⬇ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Community

122,000

This proﬁle includes the rehabilitation of the High Level Bridge and includes
active travel enhancements that will expand capacity of that mode of travel.
This will decrease Pathway 3 emissions. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low. Associated with an increase in active travel
capacity and the importance of this route.

❓

Community

15,000

This proﬁle includes funding to support minor renewal activities along
roadways, alleys, sidewalks and bridges. The scope is unlikely to include
replacement of any energy using equipment, and renewal activities are not
intended to expand transportation capacity. No direct emissions impacts.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Low. Associated with the regular maintenance of
all transportation routes and associated use that improve the condition to
meet user requirements across roads and sidewalks.

⬇

Corporate

40,788

The proﬁle is predominately bus ﬂeet replacement with modern equivalent
maintaining the diesel bus ﬂeet. Proﬁle includes exploration of hydrogen dual
fuel on 2 buses and 3-4 other vehicles. Trials of hydrogen-bus would serve to
decrease Pathway 3 emissions and potentially enabling further adoption of
hydrogen buses enabling emissions decreases.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with limited impact of
hydrogen trials on 2 buses.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with ongoing trial/testing of
alternative fuels for bus ﬂeet operation.

CM-66-3300

LRT Signals and Electriﬁcation
Renewal

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

7,550

This proﬁle is for the renewal of LRT electrical and signal systems that have
reached their end of useful life. These systems related to the maintaining
reliability and safety of the system, which are expected to enable more use of
the transit system and enable a decrease in emissions. No additional energy
use is expected. No direct emissions impacts.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: Associated with the contribution to City's
Mass Transit Strategy.

20-20-2022

New Transit Bus Garage

-

-

- ❓

0

⬇

Both

285,000

This proﬁle is for a new transit garage that is expected to meet C627 policy and
be designed to be emissions neutral with renewable energy production. This
neutrality means it will have no impact to Pathway 1 or 2 emissions. The
location of this project is currently unknown and therefore Pathway 4
emissions impacts are uncertain. This project will support the Mass Transit Plan
to assist in increasing transit system use, indirectly enabling emissions
reductions.
Direct Emissions Impact - Low: associated with the uncertain impact to land.
Enabling Emissions Impact - High: associated with this facilities support of the
Mass Transit Plan and eﬀorts to increase transit ridership.

CM-66-2194

19-22-9006

Regulated Safety Upgrades at
Railway Crossings

Terwillegar Drive Expressway
Upgrades - Alternate Staging

-

-

-

-

-

- ❓ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

Part of
Transit
Composite
(23,700)

-

Corporate

720

This is a generic proﬁle where railway crossings safety review will be conducted
and crossings will be evaluated as per the priority. No material carbon impacts
are considered at this time. No enabling emissions impacts.
No Direct Emission Impacts.

⬇

Community

161,021

This project is primarily a road project which includes a 4 lane expressway (3
for auto, 1 for transit) and 2 major interchange upgrade. It will build a shared
use path. It will primarily increase road capacity and increase Pathway 3
emissions. However, the inclusion of the BRT lane and active travel paths will
also contribute to reductions in Pathway 3 emissions. Overall, uncertain
impacts to Pathway 3 emissions. Land use was previously developed and
therefore no impact to Pathway 4 emissions. The emission from this project will
be quantiﬁed in combination with the Yellowhead Trail to understand the
system wide impacts. Together, the multimodal transportation route is
expected to enable emissions reductions considering population growth and
the high use of the route.
Direct Emissions Impact - Medium: associated with reducing congestion and
increasing transit and active transport routes.
Enabling Emissions Impact - High: associated with induced transportation and
avoided congestion from that travel.

CM-66-2525

Traﬃc Signals - Developer and
ARA Funded

- ⬆⬇ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Corporate

16,000

This proﬁle is for the new signals in the developing area to provide eﬃcient
intersection crossing rather than 4-way stop signs. This will provide more
eﬃcient road transportation and safer movement for all travel modes reducing
Pathway 3 emissions and enabling more active travel. New signals will increase
Pathway 2 emissions.
Direct Emission Impacts: Low. Associated with additional energy use for signals
and more eﬃcient intersection crossing.
Enabling Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with induced active travel.
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Pathway

Proﬁle ID

CM-66-3000

CM-24-0000

Proﬁle Name

Transit Communications
Renewal

Transportation: Bridges &
Auxiliary Structures - Renewal

CETS
Action

1

-

-

2

-

3

-

4

-

- ⬇ -

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

Enabling

⬇

Community
/Corporate
/Both

Community

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

7,920

Description of GHG Impacts

This proﬁle is for the replacement of communications equipment that has
exceeded their end of life. Since the proﬁle only considers equipment
replacement, no additional energy use is expected. No direct emissions
impacts.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Immaterial. Overall these replacements assist in
maintaining ETS reliability and thereby have the potential to enable emissions
reductions from increased ridership.

-

Corporate

209,836

This proﬁle includes bridge renewal and no expanded capacity of roadways.
This proﬁle does include minor elements that add active travel capacity,
including the addition of sidewalks and shared-use paths on bridge
replacements and sometimes widening of active mode facilities which reduces
Pathway 3 emissions. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with the growth of active
travel capacity.

CM-22-0000

Transportation: Goods
Movement - Arterial Renewal

-

- ⬇ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

64,843

This proﬁle includes the renewal of goods movement corridors and arterial
roadways throughout Edmonton to address condition-based deﬁciencies.
There are no road capacity increases associated with this proﬁle. The proﬁle
does include some growth components that increase active travel capacity,
allowing for improved active mode accommodation, completion of missing
sidewalk or shared-use paths, safety improvements, or accessibility
improvements which serve to reduce Pathway 3 emissions. No enabling
emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with the growth of capacity
for active transport.

CM-20-2020

Transportation: Planning and
Design - Growth

Imagine Jasper Avenue (114 to
124 Street) Detailed Design
and Delivery

See composite
item rankings

-

- ⬇⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

See
composite
item
rankings

⬇

N/A

Community

757

Part of
CM-20-2020

This is a composite that includes "Imagine Jasper Avenue (114 to 124 Street)".
See composite item rankings.

As part of the Imagine Jasper Avenue, this proﬁle will convert the Jasper Avenue
from 114 Street to 124 Street into a multi modal corridor where a traﬃc lane
will be dropped and the road design will accommodate more opportunities for
transit, walking and cycling, decreasing Pathway 3 emissions. With the
additional greenery, the proﬁle will also likely support emissions sequestration,
decreasing Pathway 4 emissions. This proﬁle is considered as part of the
Transportation System Composite for quantiﬁcation.
Direct Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with reduction of Pathway 3,
and 4 emissions.
Enabling Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with Pathway 3 emissions
due to being part of the vibrant downtown active mobility network.

CM-21-0000

Transportation: Public Transit Renewal

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Both

31,843

This is a renewal composite with no growth components or fuel switching for
vehicles. No direct emissions impacts. General renewal of transit will enable
ongoing use and possible growth of transit use thereby enabling emission
reductions and supporting the Transit strategy.
Enabling Emissions impacts - High: due to this proﬁle's contribution to
Edmonton's Transit Strategy.

CM-26-0000

21-50-9100

Transportation: Traﬃc Systems
- Renewal

103A Avenue Pedway

-

-

-

-

- ⬆⬇ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

9,308

This proﬁle is for replacement following critical traﬃc systems failure. Projects
generally involve replacing poles and have no direct or enabling emissions
impacts.
This proﬁle is for an underground pedway that will be heated and will therefore
increase Pathway 2 emissions. It will enable district energy systems expansion
and therefore enable reductions in emissions. This will improve access to
transit systems and add active travel routes and reduce Pathway 3 emissions.

⬇

Community

25,400

Direct Emissions Impacts: Low: associated with new energy demand and
improved access to transit systems promoting use of that mode of travel.
Enabling Emissions Impacts: Medium: associated with enabling district energy
systems.

22-22-9700

124 Street - 109 Avenue to 118
Avenue

-

- ⬇⬇

<(100)

⬇

Both

10,056

This proﬁle is for street renewal. There is no expansion to roadways, but some
expansion of sidewalks adding active travel capacity and decreasing Pathway 3
emissions. No indication of conversion of streetlights to LED, assumed no
impact to Pathway 2 emissions. No inclusion of solar PV or energy systems and
therefore no impact to Pathway 1 emissions. Includes new tree areas and
therefore decreases Pathway 4 emissions. General streetscape improvements
might enable more active travel however uncertainty to the emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with expanded active
transport capacity and new treed areas.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with potential induced
active transportation.

21-20-2100

170 Street Pedestrian Bridge

-

-

- ❓

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

N/A

471

This proﬁle is for replacement of pedestrian bridge to maintain available active
travel routes, no impact to Pathway 3 emissions. Some tree removals are
included in plans, but expectation is for these trees to be restored after project
completion, given unknowns Pathway 4 emissions impacts are deemed
uncertain. Enables emissions reductions through maintaining active travel
routes while population grows.
Direct Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with uncertainty in tree
planting related reductions.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with potential increased
active travel use as population grows.

18-66-6503

50 Street CPR Grade
Separation

-

- ⬇ -

Part of Road
Composite
12,800

This proﬁle will create an overpass to replace current at-grade Canadian Paciﬁc
(CP) railway crossing along 50 Street and also widen the 50 St to 6 lanes. The
project will signiﬁcantly reduce current traﬃc delay and existing congestion
resulting in direct reductions in Pathway 3 emissions.

❓

Both

94,202

Direct Emissions impact - Medium: associated with reduced congestion on the
roadway with existing congestion issues.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with increased active travel
routes and potential induced use of this mode.
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Proﬁle ID

16-66-7018

Proﬁle Name

Capital Line South LRT:
Century Park to Ellerslie Road

CETS
Action

1

2

3

4

- ⬆⬇⬆

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Part of
Transit
Composite
(23,700)

Enabling

⬇

Community
/Corporate
/Both

Both

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

894,733

Description of GHG Impacts

This proﬁle is for development of LRT will increase transit access and capacity
and plans include incorporation of active travel modes to support decreases in
Pathway 3 emissions from fewer personal vehicle trips. Buildings and facilities
related to station operation lead to Pathway 2 emissions increases. Route
includes development of previously undeveloped land, increasing Pathway 4
emissions. New LRT can enable emissions decreases by shifting towards more
dense urban form.
Direct Emissions impact - Medium: associated with the increase use of transit
and active travel oﬀset by increased emissions from the energy use of the
station and development of previously undeveloped lands.
Enabling Emissions Impact - High: associated with shifting urban form to
increase density.

21-25-9501

20-20-2024

Central LRT Station Escalator
Renewal

Edmonton-Strathcona County
Pedestrian Bridge

-

-

-

-

-

- ⬇ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Corporate

100

This proﬁle is for escalator renewal the current energy use included in Baseline.
No expected direct emissions impacts. Maintaining LRT stations generally
enables more transit use and therefore enables emissions reductions.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - High: associated with maintaining the accessibility
of the transit system and potential for increased usage as population grows.

⬇

Community

30,205

This proﬁle supports development of a pedestrian bridge will add active
transportation capacity and enable greater active transportation displacing
personal vehicle transportation enabling reduced emissions and reducing
Pathway 3 emissions.
Direct Emissions Impact - Low: associated with new active transportation route.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with increased active travel
induced from the development.

22-22-9701

Gateway Blvd Renewal
(University Avenue to 82
Avenue)

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

5,094

This proﬁle is strictly renewal on some portions of the boulevard and advancing
active modes on the remaining. Does not include any transportation capacity
increases. Construction to occur over 2022-2023. Advancing active mode travel
can enable emissions decreases.
Enabling emissions impacts - immaterial: associated with induced active travel.

16-66-7013

Metro Line LRT (NAIT Blatchford) Extension

⬇ - ⬇ -

Part of
Transit
Composite
(23,700)

⬇

Both

61,850

This proﬁle will decrease Pathway 1 emissions through the use of solar energy.
The station energy use is intended to be net zero, therefore no impact to
Pathway 2 emissions. Development of LRT will enable transit to be used by
more residents decreasing Pathway 3 emissions from fewer personal vehicle
trips. New LRT can enable emissions decreases by shifting towards more
densse urban form.
Direct Emissions impact - Low: associated with the increased capacity of transit
and deployment of solar PV.
Enabling Emissions Impact - High: associated with shifting urban form to
increase density within existing nieghbourhood

21-31-9100

16-66-7017

Rundle Park Road and Parking
Lot Renewal

Valley Line LRT: Downtown to
Lewis Farms

-

-

-

-

- ⬆⬇⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

Part of
Transit
Composite
(23,700)

⬆

N/A

181

This proﬁle is strictly renewal, no expansion of paths, roads or parking
included. No facilities or energy systems included. Renewal of roads and
parking lot enables emissions increases from personal vehicle travel.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with renewal of the
parking lot and enabling personal vehicle travel to the park.

⬇

Both

1,398,324

This proﬁle is expected to increase the overall number of trees along the line
decreasing Pathway 4 emissions. Development of LRT will enable transit to be
used more broadly and plans include incorporation of active travel modes
supporting decreases in Pathway 3 emissions from fewer personal vehicle trips.
Buildings and facilities related to station operation would lead to Pathway 2
emissions increases. New LRT can enable emissions decreases by shifting
towards more dense urban form.
Direct Emissions impact - Medium: associated with the increase use of transit
and active travel, expected increase to total trees oﬀset by increased emissions
from the energy use of the station.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - High: associated with shifting urban form to
increase density.

21-20-9301

Yellowhead Trail - 156 Street to
St Albert Trail

-

- ⬆ -

Part of Road
Composite
12,800

This proﬁle includes the expansion of roadway capacity leading to increased
Pathway 3 emissions. Tree removal will adhere to City Tree Management Policy
resulting in no impact to Pathway 4 emissions. Project is expected to reduce
congestion and resultant emissions when considering City population growth,
enabling decreases in emissions.

⬇

Community

54,634

Direct Emissions Impact - Medium: Due to the importance and high usage of
the transportation route currently.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Medium: Due to the importance of the route and
uncertainty related to adoption of EVs within the community and induced
increased use of the route.

21-20-9302

Yellowhead Trail - Fort Road
Widening

-

- ⬆ -

Part of Road
Composite
12,800

This proﬁle includes the expansion of roadway capacity leading to increased
Pathway 3 emissions. Tree removal will adhere to City Tree Management Policy
resulting in no impact to Pathway 4 emissions. Project is expected to reduce
congestion and resultant emissions when considering City population growth,
enabling decreases in emissions.

⬇

Community

54,597

Direct Emissions Impact - Medium: Due to the importance and high usage of
the transportation route currently.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Medium: Due to the importance of the route and
uncertainty related to adoption of electric vehicles (EVs) within the community
and induced increased use of the route.
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Proﬁle ID

CM-99-9600

Proﬁle Name

Yellowhead Trail Freeway
Conversion: Project Delivery

CETS
Action

1

-

2

3

4

- ⬆ -

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Part of Road
Composite
12,800

Enabling

Community
/Corporate
/Both

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

Description of GHG Impacts

This proﬁle is for a freeway project that is intended to increase capacity for
vehicles which serves to increase Pathway 3 emissions. Considering increases
in population the project can enable decreases in emissions related to reduced
congestion.

⬇

Community

376,256

Direct Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with the expanded capacity of
the freeway.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with population growth and
reduced congestion from capacity expansion.

CM-99-0060

Yellowhead Trail Freeway
Conversion: Project
Development

-

- ⬆ -

Part of Road
Composite
12,800

This proﬁle is for a freeway project that is intended to increase capacity for
vehicles which serves to increase Pathway 3 emissions. Considering increases
in population the project can enable decreases in emissions related to reduced
congestion.

⬇

Community

7,914

Direct Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with the expanded capacity of
the freeway.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with population growth and
reduced congestion from capacity expansion.

Other Assets

CM-99-9000

Infrastructure Delivery Growth

-

- ⬆❓

Not
Quantiﬁed

❓

Both

125,954

This proﬁle includes all growth projects including buildings, roadways, and
open spaces. Growth buildings are assumed to adhere to C627 policy and be
designed to be emissions neutral with renewable energy production. This
neutrality means it will have no impact to Pathway 1 or 2 emissions. New roads
would expand road capacity and therefore increase Pathway 3 emissions.
Details about open space projects are not available and therefore uncertain
impact to Pathway 4 emissions. Growth projects include both emissions
increasing and decreasing projects and therefore there are uncertain enabling
emissions impacts. Emissions impacts deemed to be High since this proﬁle
includes all growth projects.
Direct Emissions Impacts - High: Associated with the broad scope of this proﬁle.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - High: uncertain impacts associated with the broad
scope of this proﬁle.

CM-20-0051

14-02-2106

Library Materials

Blatchford Redevelopment
Implementation

-

-

-

-

-

- ⬇⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

⬇

Corporate

Both

24,684

103,743

This proﬁle is related to library collections renewal and salaries and has no
direct or enabling emissions impacts.
This proﬁle for the Blatchford redevelopment process. The development is to
be emissions neutral powered by renewable energy therefore will not impact
Pathway 1 or 2. Pathway 3 emissions reductions are related to increased
capacity for accessible and appealing active transportation networks to induce
more active travel. Tree planting generally accompanies active transport routes
and therefore reduce Pathway 4 emissions.
Direct Emissions impact - Low: associated with new active travel and tree
planting.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with induced active travel.

14-66-2570

Parking Control Technology

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Community

2,100

This proﬁle is for renewal of parking control technology. Expected that renewed
equipment has more or less the same emissions as the existing technology and
therefore has no emissions impacts.

2023-2026 Proposed Capital Budget Appendix E: UNFUNDED - Growth Project List
Facilities

CM-10-1010,
CM-99-9000

Century Place Densiﬁcation

-

⬆

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

75,000

This proﬁle is related to an increase in the number of workstations and to
achieve densiﬁcation objectives. There may be increased use of ventilation
system to support densiﬁcation, increasing Pathway 2 emissions. No enabling
emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial. Associated any increase in ventilation
system use.

CM-10-1010,
CM-99-9000

CM-10-1010,
CM-99-9000

Operational Yards
OHS/Security Improvements

Riverbend Library Relocation

- ❓ -

-

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

4,750

This proﬁle is supporting operational yard OHS and Security improvements.
Incremental energy use of improvements is unknown, and therefore uncertain
impacts to Pathway 2 emissions. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial. Associated with any new energy use
from OHS and security improvements.

⬇

Both

20,000

This proﬁle is related to a City owned site development. The facility is expected
to meet C627 policy and be designed to be emissions neutral with renewable
energy production. This neutrality means it will have no impact to Pathway 1 or
2 emissions. The new building will be on a developed lot and therefore not
impact Pathway 4 emissions. The relocation would create more convenient
access to transit and active mode options, enabling emissions decreases.
Enabling Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with increase of visits to
library through transit and active modes.

CM-10-1010,
CM-99-9000 Rollie Miles Recreation Centre

-

- ⬆ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Both

75,300

This proﬁle is for the construction of a new recreation centre. This facility is
expected meet C627 policy and be designed to be emissions neutral with
renewable energy production. This neutrality means it will have no impact to
Pathway 1 or 2 emissions. The facility will be built on a previously developed
site and not impact Pathway 4 emissions. New parking lot increases capacity for
personal vehicle use, increasing Pathway 3 emissions. No enabling emissions
impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with expanded parking capacity at
the facility.
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Proﬁle ID

New proﬁle
required

Proﬁle Name

Rossdale Power Plant Priority
Rehabilitation

CETS
Action

1

2

3

- ⬆ -

4

-

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Not
Quantiﬁed

Enabling

⬇

Community
/Corporate
/Both

Corporate

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

18,000

Description of GHG Impacts

This proﬁle is for the retroﬁt of the Rossdale Power Plant, an existing facility
that has not been in operation for many years. This may result in increased
Pathway 2 operational emissions associated with the facility operations
although likely at an improved eﬃciency than before. Once design
documentation is completed, energy modelling can be used to assess the
energy use. District energy may be available and would impact emissions
further.
Direct Emission Impacts - Immaterial: Associated with the energy use of the
facility after rehabilitation.
Enabling Emission Impacts - Low: Associated with the buildings supporting
district energy development by providing a base load for the the potential
district energy system.

Transportation

CM-20-2020,
CM-99-9000

101 Avenue (76 Street to 50
Street) Streetscape

-

-

⬇

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

This proﬁle is for improving downtown roadways and streetscapes that support
safe pedestrian movement, and therefore is expected to enable emissions
decreases. Proﬁle includes detailed design and construction of shared use path
and enhanced pedestrian realm between 101 Street and 105 Street, increasing
active travel capacity and decreasing Pathway 3 emissions.

⬇

Community

35,709

Direct Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with increased active travel
and additional greenery.
Enabling Emission Impacts: Low. Associated with the projects contribution to
the Green and Walkable Downtown catalyst project, and potential to induce
greater active travel.

CM-99-9000

105 Avenue, 101 Street and
105 Street

-

- ⬇⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

4,000

This proﬁle is for improving downtown roadways and streetscapes that support
safe pedestrian movement, and therefore is expected to enable emissions
decreases. Proﬁle includes detailed design and construction of shared use path
and enhanced pedestrian realm between 101 Street and 105 Street., increasing
active travel capacity and greenery and decreasing Pathway 3 emissions and
Pathway 4 emissions .
Direct Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with increased active travel
and additional greenery.
Enabling Emission Impacts: Low. Associated with the projects contribution to
the Green and Walkable Downtown catalyst project, and potential to induce
greater active travel.

CM-99-9000

105 Avenue, 105 Street and
109 Street

-

- ⬇⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

12,500

This proﬁle is for improving downtown roadways and streetscapes that support
safe pedestrian movement, and therefore is expected to enable emissions
decreases. Proﬁle includes detailed design and construction of shared use path
and enhanced pedestrian realm between 101 Street and 105 Street., increasing
active travel capacity and greenery and decreasing Pathway 3 emissions and
Pathway 4 emissions.
Direct Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with increased active travel
and additional greenery.
Enabling Emission Impacts: Low. Associated with the projects contribution to
the Green and Walkable Downtown catalyst project, and potential to induce
greater active travel.
This proﬁle includes road improvements and transit priority measures. With the
expected growth south of Anthony Henday, this roadway expansion will reduce
congestion and thus decrease Pathway 3 emissions.

CM-20-2020,
CM-99-9000

66 Street (23 Avenue to
Ellerslie) 4 Lane Widening

-

- ⬇ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬆

Community

24,750

Direct Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with decrease in road
congestion and promoting transit with priority measures along the corridor.
Enabling Emission Impacts: Low. Associated with the increased additional road
capacity and relief of congestion, the project will indirectly limit the shift of
travel towards transit and active modes which will likely have a marginal
increase in Pathway 3 emissions.

Active Transportation
Improvements:
- Fort Road from
approximately 127 Avenue to
153 Avenue
- 127 Street from Yellowhead
trail to 137 Avenue
- 102 Avenue from 136 Street
to 139 Street
- 106 Street from Princess
CM-20-2020,
Elizabeth Avenue to 118
CM-99-9000
Avenue
- 105 Avenue from 101 Street
to 97 Street
- 100 Avenue/102 Street from
102 Street to 103 Street
- Area Network from the area
of Bonnie Doon, Strathearn,
Holyrood and Idylwyld
- Area Network for the
neighbourhoods in and around
the Northlands/Exhibition
lands site

Saskatchewan Drive Bike and
CM-99-9000 Active Network Improvements
- Detailed Design and Delivery

Aligned with bike network expansion discussed in Summer 2022 by Council,
this proﬁle would help support a more complete and connected bike network
and ensure residents have greater opportunity to access destinations by biking
or other micro mobility modes. Proﬁle will decrease Pathway 3 emissions.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low. Associated with increased active mode
capacity.

-

-

- ⬇ -

- ⬇ -

Part of
Active Mode
Composite
(700)

Part of
Active Mode
Composite
(700)

Enabling Emissions Impacts - Med. Associated with the potential to induce
more active travel and displace vehicle travel.

⬇

Community

31,100

This proﬁle funds a section of the Saskatchewan Drive bike corridor that is part
of priority growth area and key element of growth management. The proﬁle will
be also critical considering the anticipated growth within the priority areas and
will enable for active mode of travel and thus will reduce Pathway 3 emissions.

⬇

Community

37,600

Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with increased active mode
capacity.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with the potential to induce
more active travel and displace vehicle travel.
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Proﬁle ID

Proﬁle Name

CETS
Action

1

2

3

4

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Enabling

Community
/Corporate
/Both

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

Description of GHG Impacts

Open Space

CM-10-1010,
CM-99-9000

Bryan Anderson Athletic
Grounds - Concept Plan to
Delivery

-

- ❓ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Both

10,500

This proﬁle is for the planning design and delivery of the Bryan Anderson
Athletic Grounds. The project will include new trails, lighting, and park
amenities. New lighting will increase Pathway 3 emissions. New trails will
reduce Pathway 3 emissions. Overall uncertain impacts to Pathway 3
emissions. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with new lighting and
additional trails.

Cemeteries - Northern Lights &
CM-99-9000
South Haven (Phase 1
Completion)

-

-

- ⬇

<(100)

-

Corporate

6,300

This proﬁle is for lands that are undeveloped grassland (zoned for cemetery
use) with a small portion leased for agriculture which will be converted to turf
with trees planted resulting in decreases to Pathway 4 emissions. Sequestration
from tree planting will be quantiﬁed.
Direct Emissions Impacts - immaterial: associated with the new tree plantings.

CM-99-9000

Cemeteries - Northern Lights &
South Haven (Phase 2)

-

-

- ⬇

<(100)

-

Corporate

12,000

This proﬁle is for lands that are undeveloped grassland (zoned for cemetery
use) with a small portion leased for agriculture which will be converted to turf
with trees planted resulting in decreases to Pathway 4 emissions. Sequestration
from tree planting will be quantiﬁed. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - immaterial: associated with the new tree plantings.

CM-99-9000

CM-30-3030,
CM-99-9000

Confederation District Park
(Growth Elements)

Coronation District Park

- ⬆ -

-

- ⬆❓⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Community

2,220

This proﬁle includes new playground and ﬁtness equipment for the park. New
ﬁtness equipment is likely to use energy, and increase Pathway 2 emissions. No
enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with additional ﬁtness
equipment.

-

This proﬁle is for the planning, design and delivery of an updated concept plan
for Coronation Park. The project includes new pathways and trails and road
access and parking, leading to uncertain Pathway 3 emissions impacts. New
tree planting will decrease Pathway 4 emissions. A new plaza will increase
Pathway 2 emissions. No enabling emissions impacts.

Both

Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: Associated with new facility, tree
planting, new trails, new roads and parking.

CM-30-3030,
CM-99-9000

Dawson Master Plan &
Kinnaird Ravine

-

- ⬇⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Community

27,000

This proﬁle is for the planning, design and delivery of the Dawson Master Plan
and Kinnaird Ravine. The project will include additional trails reducing Pathway
3 emissions. Additional plantings and Rat Creek daylighting supporting
naturalization will reduce Pathway 4 emissions. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with new trails and additional
plantings.

CM-99-9000

CM-30-3030,
CM-99-9000

Dogs in Open Spaces Callingwood

Gallagher Park

-

-

-

-

- ⬆⬇ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

⬇

Community

Both

650

7,000

This proﬁle includes landscape design, fence installation, dog bag dispensers,
clear boundaries, and signage. Upgrades are leveraging existing areas, new
ones are using existing open areas and can be developed by the City or
developers. This does not usually involve removing tree stands. There are no
material direct or enabling operational emissions impacts.
This proﬁle includes the design and delivery of the Gallagher Park Concept
Plan. The project includes new sidewalks and paths decreasing Pathway 3
emissions. New public washrooms will increase Pathway 2 emissions.
Additional wayﬁnding included can induce more active travel and enable
emissions decreases.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with new bathroom
emissions and new trails.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with potential induced
active travel.

21-30-9303

Glengarry District Park (Growth
Elements)

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Community

3,004

This proﬁle includes a new skateboard park, mountain bike park, and
basketball courts. No direct or enabling emissions impacts.
This proﬁle includes demolition of older residential buildings on the site and
will result in reduced Pathway 2 emissions. No indication of tree planting or
naturalization therefore no impact to Pathway 4 emissions.

CM-99-9000

Indigenous Interpretive Park River Crossing

- ⬇ -

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬆

Community

15,000

Direct Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with the removal of older
residential buildings on the site.
Enabling Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with Pathway 3 emissions
due to the potential visitor traﬃc.

CM-99-9000

CM-99-9000

Irrigated Sports Fields (Bryan
Anderson)

Ivor Dent Phase III

- ⬆ -

-

-

- ⬆ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

3,100

This proﬁle includes expanded irrigation systems will lead to operational
emissions increases for the system operations in Pathway 2. No enabling
emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with energy usage for irrigation
system.

-

Community

1,500

This proﬁle considers only Phase III of the project which includes additional
parking amenities. The new parking lot and access road will add more capacity
and thus increase in personal vehicle use. With the availability of bike racks, the
facility will also attract bike trips which would be otherwise driven by cars.
Overall an increase in in Pathway 3 emissions is expected. No enabling
emissions impacts.
Direct Emission Impacts: Immaterial - Associated with the new parking lot and
bike parking.

CM-30-3030,
CM-99-9000

CM-30-3030,
CM-99-9000

John Fry Sports Park Master
Plan Update

Londonderry District Park

-

-

- ⬇ -

-

⬇
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-

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Community

7,350

This proﬁle is for the planning, design and delivery of John Fry Park Concept
Plan. The project includes additional trails that will reduce Pathway 3 emissions.
No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with additional trails and
active travel.

-

Community

24,000

This proﬁle is for the planning, design and delivery of the Londonderry District
Park. Project includes new trails that will reduce Pathway 3 emissions. No
enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with additional trails and
active travel.
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Proﬁle ID

new proﬁle
required

Proﬁle Name

Community Parks Amenities

CETS
Action

1

2

3

4

- ⬆⬇⬇

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Not
Quantiﬁed

Enabling

-

Community
/Corporate
/Both

Both

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

5,500

Description of GHG Impacts

This proﬁle is related to planning, design and delivery of community park
amenities across the City. Community park amenities include walking paths,
bike racks, natural assets and splash pads/spray parks. New walking paths and
bike racks will decrease Pathway 3 emissions. New natural assets will reduce
Pathway 4 emissions. New splash pads/spray parks will increase Pathway 2
emissions for water pumping. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: Associated with new paths, bike racks, natural
assets, and energy use for spray parks deployed across the City.

CM-30-3030,
CM-99-9000

North Shore Promenade

- ⬆⬇⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Both

97,000

This proﬁle is for the planning, design and delivery of the North Shore
Promenade. This project includes improving the trail network, causing Pathway
3 emissions decreases. A new pavillion and washrooms will increase Pathway 2
emissions. Daylighting of Groat Creek will serve naturalization and decrease
Pathway 4 emissions. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: Associated with new facility emissions,
increased active transportation and increased emissions sequestration from
natural landscape features.

CM-30-3030,
CM-99-9000

Oleskiw Master Plan

-

- ⬇⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

12,000

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

1,500

This proﬁle is for planning, design and delivery of Oleskiw Master Plan. This
project includes new trails that will reduce Pathway 3 emissions. Naturalization
eﬀorts included will reduce Pathway 4 emissions. New amenities can
potentially induce more active travel and enable emissions decreases.
Direct Emissions Impacts: Immaterial: associated with new trails and
naturalization.
Enabling Emissions Impacts: Immaterial: associated with induced active travel.

CM-99-9000

Upgrade baseball diamonds Bryan Anderson Athletic
Grounds (4) and Meadows (3)

CM-30-3030,
CM-99-9000

Queen Elizabeth (Phase III)

CM-99-9000

Rollie Miles Athletic Grounds Park Redevelopment

CM-30-3030,
CM-99-9000

Terwillegar Park

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- ⬇ -

- ⬆ -

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Both

7,600

This proﬁle for turf grass to shale transition for a ball diamond does not have
any operational carbon impacts.
This proﬁle includes the planning, design and delivery of Phase 3 of Queen
Elizabeth Park. The project includes trail improvements and other park
amenities that can induce more active travel and enable emissions decreases.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with inducing more active
travel.

-

Community

10,800

This proﬁle includes the design and delivery of redevelopment of the Rollie
Miles Park. The project includes new trails decreasing Pathway 3 emissions. No
enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with new trails and active
travel.

❓

Both

20,000

This proﬁle includes the planning, design and delivery of the Terwillegar park.
The project includes improved trails, upgraded parking, park amenities and a
new washroom/pavilion. Improved trails enables active travel use and reduced
emissions, but improved parking enables more personal vehicle use and
increase emissions. Enabling emissions impacts are uncertain. Addition of a
new washroom/pavilion will increase Pathway 2 emissions.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: Associated with new facility emissions.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: Uncertain net impact of improved
trails and parking.

CM-99-9000

Terwillegar Towne Grade Level
Seed

-

-

Not

⬇ ⬇ Quantiﬁed

-

Community

835

This proﬁle is for the design and delivery of base level development in
Terwillegar Towne Community Park. The project includes new trails and paths
decreasing pathway 3 emissions. New tree planting will decrease pathway 4
emissions. New amenities can induce more active travel, and enable emissions
decreases.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with new trails and trees.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated potential to induce more
active travel.

16-17-6160

Touch the Water Promenade

-

-

Not
⬇ ⬇ Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

34,060

This proﬁle is within the River Crossing Plan and will improve access to the
central river valley. It will provide connectivity and access to a continuous active
transport corridor around the river valley which will induce and encourage
active transportation use. The pathway network being created within the river
valley by this project will provide alternate and improved routes for
multi-modal forms of transportation, potentially reducing transportation
emissions. There may be some impacts on natural assets which include LID
infrastructure and tree planting.
Direct Emission Impacts: Low. Associated with Pathway 3 (due to mostly
recreational nature) and 4 emissions (due to LID and tree planting) .
Enabling Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with Pathway 3 emissions
considering overall vision.

Unfunded Growth Projects - Other (2023-2026 Proposed Capital Budget Appendix E)
Aﬀordable Housing

CM-99-9000

Walker Fire Station Supportive
Housing Component

-

- ⬆❓

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Both

31,290

This proﬁle is related to a City owned site development. The facilities are
expected meet C627 policy and be designed to be emissions neutral with
renewable energy production. This neutrality means it will have no impact to
Pathway 1 or 2 emissions. This is a vacant lot that has not been developed
before and may have natural asset impacts, uncertain impacts to pathway 4.
There will be ﬁre trucks purchased for this location which will increase ﬂeet
emissions in Pathway 3.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with new ﬁre trucks, and potential
impacts to natural lands.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with maintaining fast
response times for extinguishing ﬁres and reducing emissions and reducing
emergency service requirements by providing aﬀordable housing.
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Proﬁle ID

19-90-4100

Proﬁle Name

CETS
Action

Aﬀordable Housing 2023-2026
Growth Funding

1

2

3

- ⬆ -

4

-

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Not
Quantiﬁed

Enabling

❓

Community
/Corporate
/Both

Community

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

91,700

Description of GHG Impacts

This proﬁle includes new community buildings to be constructed which will lead
to emissions increases for their operations. This funding is partially prioritized
based on energy eﬃciency. Historically buildings have been at least 30% better
than code from an eﬃciency standpoint. There would be operational emissions
impacts associated with those community owned assets. Aﬀordable housing
can enable reduced emissions from eliminating potential emergency situations.
Direct Emission Impacts - Immaterial: Associated with new buildings
constructed.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Med: Associated with potential to eliminate
emergency situations.

Climate Adaptation and Energy Transition Strategy

new proﬁle
required

Climate Resilient City Facility
Upgrades (Linked to City's
Renewal Program)

⬇⬇ -

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Corporate

53,000

This proﬁle is speciﬁcally targeting facility deep energy retroﬁts to generate
emissions reductions. Projects include various solar PV and fuel switching
projects reducing Pathway 1 emissions. Also includes building energy eﬃciency
improvements reducing Pathway 2 emissions. The project may enable future
connection to low carbon district energy sources in the future.
Direct Emissions Impacts - High: associated with energy retroﬁts across all City
facilities and potential deployment of solar PV.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with the uncertainty of
ﬁnal projects with speciﬁc district energy impact to be included.

new proﬁle
required

Climate Resilient City Facility
Upgrades - Canada
Infrastructure Bank
Partnership

⬇⬇ -

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Corporate

135,000

This proﬁle is speciﬁcally targeting facility deep energy retroﬁts to generate
emissions reductions. Projects include various solar PV and fuel switching
projects reducing Pathway 1 emissions. Also includes building energy eﬃciency
improvements reducing Pathway 2 emissions. The project may enable future
connection to low carbon district energy sources in the future.
Direct Emissions Impacts - High: associated with energy retroﬁts across all City
facilities and potential deployment of solar PV.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with the uncertainty of
ﬁnal projects with speciﬁc district energy impact to be included.

new proﬁle
required

Climate Resilient City
Infrastructure Upgrades

❓❓❓❓

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Both

23,500

This proﬁle will result in numerous upgrades that are yet to be determined to
City assets that help prepare for a changing climate. Speciﬁc projects are
uncertain, adaptation projects can increase or decrease emissions and
therefore emissions impacts to all pathways are uncertain. Enables decreases
in emissions from better recovery from climate events.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with the uncertainty of ﬁnal
projects to be included.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with reduced energy use for
recovery from climate events.
This proﬁle is to provide funds to be used for reductions in emissions or enable
emissions reductions. Emissions impact of the fund will depend on how the
fund is used, but could involve all Pathways.

new proﬁle
required

Climate Resilience Investment
Accelerator Fund

⬇⬇⬇⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Both

50,000

Direct Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with the broad application of
this fund for strategic projects to reduce emissions.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with the potential
transformational change that could be induced through projects in this fund.
The installation of solar PV systems will lead to a decrease in Pathway 1
emissions. Potential to enable further emissions reductions when solar PV is
tied to energy storage systems.

new proﬁle
required

Solar PV and Energy Storage
Installations at City Sites

⬇ -

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Corporate

36,000

Direct Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with the displacement of the
use of grid electricity.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with the integration of energy
storage systems and allowing for storage of renewable energy for use when
renewable generation is minimal.

new proﬁle
required

Emissions Neutral City Fleet
and Equipment

-

- ⬇ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

This proﬁle includes the installation of new infrastructure required to
charge/fuel an emissions neutral ﬂeet which will enable emissions reductions.
It also includes the purchase of emissions neutral ﬂeet and equipment which
reduces Pathway 3 emissions.

⬇

Corporate

10,000

Direct Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with the reductions of
emissions from ﬂeet.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with the expansion of EV
charging networks and induced use of EVs.

new proﬁle
required

District Energy Network
Strategy and District Energy
Nodes

⬇ -

-

-

(24,800)

⬇

Community

34,500

This proﬁle is for energy systems that supply building heating more eﬃciently
and can be supplemented by the use of low carbon fuels, reducing Pathway 1
emissions. The systems will enable larger scale and rapid decarbonization of
buildings connected to the systems when they are operated with low carbon
fuel sources.
Direct Emissions Impacts - High: associated with deployment of multiple district
energy systems under the strategy.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - High: associated with the use of district energy to
supply building heat.

new proﬁle
required

River Flooding Defense

-

-

- ❓

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

25,000

This proﬁle may impact Pathway 4 emissions associated with land use changes
along the river valley if required for river ﬂooding defense. The speciﬁc scope of
river defences is unknown, but is assumed to not include new energy systems
or uses and do not change transportation routes. The projects can enable
emissions reductions from better recovery from ﬂooding events.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with the unknown impacts to
natural lands/trees
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with the reduced energy use
for recovery from ﬂooding events.
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Proﬁle ID

new proﬁle
required

Proﬁle Name

CETS
Action

Nature Based Climate
Solutions

1

-

2

-

3

4

- ⬇

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Not
Quantiﬁed

Enabling

❓

Community
/Corporate
/Both

Both

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

50,000

Description of GHG Impacts

This proﬁle is speciﬁcally designed to support carbon capture and nature based
solutions and will lead to decreases in Pathway 4 emissions. Speciﬁc projects
are not deﬁned, but it is assumed that there are no new energy systems, uses
of energy, and no impacts to transportation routes. There is uncertainty in
enabling reductions due to no speciﬁc projects deﬁned.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with the expected level of natural
sequestration generated and uncertainty of ﬁnal projects under this proﬁle.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with potential transformational
change induced from showcasing nature based climate solutions.

Fleet Storage aand Maintenance Facility Strategy
CM-10-1010,
CM-99-9000

CM-10-1010,
CM-99-9000

Davies DATS Maintenance
Expansion

Ellerslie Transit Fleet
Maintenance Expansion

CM-10-1010,
CM-99-9000 E-Bus Infrastructure Expansion

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

-

⬇

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

8,000

This proﬁle includes construction of a new facility for DATS maintenance. This
facility is expected meet C627 policy and be designed to be emissions neutral
with renewable energy production. This neutrality means it will have no impact
to Pathway 1 or 2 emissions. This is on an existing site and will not impact
natural assets. No enabling emissions impacts.

27,750

This proﬁle includes construction of a new facility for transit ﬂeet maintenance.
This facility is expected meet C627 policy and be designed to be emissions
neutral with renewable energy production. This neutrality means it will have no
impact to Pathway 1 or 2 emissions. This is on an existing site and will not
impact natural assets. No enabling emissions impacts.

34,650

This proﬁle will expand charging infrastructure to support electric bus
deployment. Energy use of electric buses will be evaluated when electric buses
are purchased. No direct emissions impacts. The proﬁle enables increased
adoption of electric buses and therefore enables emissions decreases.
Enabling Emission Impacts: Low. Associated with increased adoption of electric
buses.

Exhibition Lands Redevelopment - Tax-Supported Components

CM-20-2020,
CM-99-9000

Exhibition Lands - 115 Ave
Station

- ⬆❓ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Both

28,000

This proﬁle is for a new LRT station. Pathway 2 emissions will increase due to
an increase in energy use for station operations. Pathway 3 emissions related
to community transportation impacts unknown at this time. To understand the
mobility and associated carbon impacts, assessment will be undertaken once
the information regarding staging of the Exhibition Lands redevelopment plan,
planned decommissioning of the Coliseum LRT station, and active
transportation network for Exhibition Lands and South Transit Village are
available. New LRT within existing neighbourhood can enable emissions
decreases by shifting towards more dense urban form.
Direct Emission Impacts - Low: Associated with new station energy use.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - High: associated with shifting urban form to
increase density within existing nieghbourhood.

CM-20-2020,
CM-99-9000

Exhibition Lands - 119 Ave
Station

- ⬆❓ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Both

34,000

This proﬁle is for a new LRT station. Pathway 2 emissions will increase due to
an increase in energy use for station operations. Pathway 3 emissions related
to community transportation impacts unknown at this time. To understand the
mobility and associated carbon impacts, assessment will be undertaken once
the information regarding staging of the Exhibition Lands redevelopment plan,
planned decommissioning of the Coliseum LRT station, and active
transportation network for Exhibition Lands and South Transit Village are
available. New LRT within existing neighbourhood can enable emissions
decreases by shifting towards more dense urban form.
Direct Emission Impacts - Low: Associated with new station energy use.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - High: associated with shifting urban form to
increase density within existing nieghbourhood.

CM-30-3030, Borden Park Reconﬁguration &
CM-99-9000
Expansion

-

-

- ❓

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Community

9,000

This proﬁle is for the reconﬁguration and expansion of Borden Park. There are
few details available about the reconﬁguration and expansion. Uncertain
impact to Pathway 4 emissions due to a lack of information about tree
plantings. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with tree planting.

CM-99-9000

Edmonton Coliseum
Demolition

- ⬇ -

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

35,000

This proﬁle is for the demolition of the Coliseum which will reduce emissions
from the existing operation of the facility in Pathway 2. No enabling emissions
impacts.
Direct Emission Impacts: Low. Associated with eliminated operating emissions
from the Coliseum.

Open City Technology
Various

Additional OCT Growth
Projects

-

-

-

-

Corporate

37,368

This proﬁle is related to software. Any necessary additional energy demand
from such software would be evaluated if and when growth in server capacity is
proposed. No direct or enabling emissions impacts.

Mass Transit Network

CM-20-2020,
CM-99-9000

Transit Priority Measures
Program

- ⬆⬇ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

❓

Community

7,100

This proﬁle will improve bus operations at intersections. There will be
operational increases in emissions associated with operations of these systems
but also decreases associated with the increased transit system use. This could
also increase the delay of road traﬃc. Therefore, overall impacts will remain
uncertain. Quantiﬁcation will be undertaken at a later time once the detailed
information regarding the intersection traﬃc signal timing plans will be
available.
Direct Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with Pathway 2 and 3
emissions.
Enabling Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with Pathway 3 emissions as
this could indirectly increase the delay and associated emissions for road
traﬃc.

Open Space
CM-30-3030,
CM-99-9000

Community Park Amenities

CM-30-3030,
Dogs in Open Spaces (various)
CM-99-9000

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Community

5,500

This proﬁle is for the planning, design and delivery of community park
amenities. These amenities are not expected to have any direct operational
emissions impacts. No enabling emissions impacts.

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Community

12,800

This proﬁle does not include any land conversion, just support for allowing
dogs within existing open spaces. No direct or enabling operational emissions
impacts.
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Proﬁle ID

Proﬁle Name

School and Community Park
CM-30-3030,
Development (Base Level Park
CM-99-9000
Development)

CM-30-3030,
CM-99-9000

River Valley - New River Valley
Land - Safety, Security and
Accessibility

CETS
Action

1

-

2

-

3

-

4

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

- ❓❓❓

Not
Quantiﬁed

Enabling

-

Community
/Corporate
/Both

Corporate

-

Both

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

45,000

4,000

Description of GHG Impacts

This proﬁle is related to planning, design and delivery of base level park
development at multiple sites. Assumed that base level park development
results in turf ﬁelds for further park amenity addition. Turf serves no
sequestration value, and therefore no impact to Pathway 4 emissions. No
enabling emissions impacts.
This proﬁle is related to developing new river valley lands as part of the river
valley network. There are few details of the speciﬁc development that is
required, but it is assumed to include landscaping, lighting, restrooms, trails,
access roads and parking. Uncertain impacts for Pathway 2, 3 and 4 emissions.
No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: Associated with the site development and level
of emissions expected from lighting, facilities, and transportation.

Transportation

CM-20-2020, 137 Avenue / Anthony Henday
CM-99-9000
Drive Ramps

CM-20-2020,
CM-99-9090

Missing or Enhanced Active
Modes Support

-

-

- ⬆ -

- ⬇ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Community

7,300

This proﬁle is for the design and construction of interchange ramps at 137
Avenue to access the Anthony Henday. This project will increase road capacity
and increase Pathway 3 emissions. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with increase road capacity along
high use route.
This proﬁle would help support a more complete and connected bike network
within the city and ensure residents have greater opportunity to access
destinations by biking or other micro mobility modes. Proﬁle will decrease
Pathway 3 emissions through more use of active mode of travel.

⬇

Community

22,500

Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with increased active mode
capacity.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with the potential to induce
more active travel and displace vehicle travel.

CM-20-2020,
CM-99-9090

Missing and Enhanced
Sidewalk Connections

-

- ⬇ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

13,615

This proﬁle would help support a more complete and connected pedestrian
network within the city and ensure residents have greater opportunity to
access destinations by walking or rolling. Proﬁle will decrease community
Pathway 3 emissions through more walkability with better sidewalk
connections.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with increased active mode
capacity.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with the potential to induce
more active travel and displace vehicle travel.

CM-40-4040,
CM-40-9000

Intersection Improvements
Composite Program

-

- ⬇ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Community

17,800

This proﬁle is to improve the intersection traﬃc operations for keeping traﬃc
delay within acceptable limits. This is expected to decrease Pathway 3
emissions. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with improved intersection
traﬃc operations.
This proﬁle will enable active transport by creating amenities and supporting
streetscape enhancements to neighbourhood commercial sites that encourage
alternative forms of transportation and should reduce transportation
emissions (Pathway 3).

CM-40-4040,
CM-40-9000

Corner Stores Program

-

- ⬇ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

7,600

Direct Emission Impacts: Low. It is uncertain how many automobile trips will be
reduced because of this proﬁle.
Enabling Emission Impacts: Low. The proﬁle enables 15 Minute Districts by
creating accessible opportunities within 15 minutes by transit and active
transportation modes which will reduce carbon footprints through Pathway 3.

Unfunded Growth Projects - Boards and Commissions (2023-2026 Proposed Capital Budget Appendix E)
Edmonton Public Library

Woodcroft Renewal

-

-

- ❓

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Both

20,350

This proﬁle is related to a City owned site development. The new facilities are
expected meet C627 policy and be designed to be emissions neutral with
renewable energy production. This neutrality means it will have no impact to
Pathway 1 or 2 emissions. The new facility will also be co-located with other
community facilities and close proximity of a major transit facility which will
allow for more transit and active travel and enable emissions decreases.
However, land location is not yet known and therefore uncertain impact to
pathway 4 emissions.
Direct Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with the uncertain impact to
natural assets.
Enabling Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with increase in visits to
library through transit and active modes.

Edmonton Police Service
Proﬁles not found above:
In Car Video

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

9,240

This proﬁle includes the installation of in car video is not expected to have
material impact to operational emissions.

Expansion of Police Seized
Vehicle Storage Lot (PSVSL)

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

8,369

This proﬁle includes the expansion of storage lot and is not expected to have
any operational emissions impacts.

Response to Council Motions (2023-2026 Proposed Capital Budget Attachment 2)

Balwin and Belverdere
Neighbourhood Revitalization

-

- ⬇❓

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Both

22,000

This proﬁle is for neighbourhood renewal which will replace existing street
lighting with LED which will reduce Pathway 3 emissions. This will also add
missing sidewalks to increase walkability which will likely increase pedestrian
circulation within neighborhood and decrease Pathway 3. Uncertain impact to
Pathway 4.
Direct Emissions Impact - immaterial: associated with LED replacements and
new sidewalk connections.
Enabling Emissions Impact - immaterial: associated with induced active travel.
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Proﬁle ID

Proﬁle Name

Windemere North (Ambleside)
Transit Centre and Park and
Ride

CETS
Action

1

-

2

3

4

- ⬇ -

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Part of
Transit
Composite
(23,700)

Enabling

⬇

Community
/Corporate
/Both

Community

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

1,000

Description of GHG Impacts

This proﬁle will expand transit capacity and decrease Pathway 3 emissions from
increased use of transit displacing personal vehicle use. Expanding transit
access and availability will enable greater use of transit and reduce emissions.
The emissions impacts for this proﬁle will be quantiﬁed under the
Transportation Transit Composite.
Direct Emission Impacts: High - Associated with expanded transit capacity.
Enabling Emission Impacts: High - Associated with this proﬁle's contribution to
the Mass Transit Strategy and enabling increased use of transit.
This proﬁle is for an LRT extension.

Metro Line NW Extension
Blatchford to Castledowns

- ⬆⬇❓

Part of
Transit
Composite
(23,700)

The community transportation impacts (Pathway 3 emission) for the LRT
extension will be quantiﬁed under the Transportation Transit Composite.

⬇

Both

20,000

Direct Emission Impacts: Low. Associated with Pathway 2 emissions increase
due to electricity used for LRT operations, Pathway 3 emissions decrease due to
increase in transit ridership, and Pathway 4 due to uncertainty in natural asset
removal.
Enabling Emission Impacts - High: Associated with shifting urban form towards
more dense development.

Mass Transit Route B1 BRT
Route Planning and Design

-

- ⬇ -

Part of
Transit
Composite
(23,700)

⬇

Community

7,380

This proﬁle will expand transit capacity and decrease Pathway 3 emissions from
increased use of transit displacing personal vehicle use. Expanding transit
access and availability will enable greater use of transit and reduce emissions.
The emissions impacts for this proﬁle will be quantiﬁed under the
Transportation Transit Composite.
Direct Emission Impacts: High - Associated with expanded transit capacity.
Enabling Emission Impacts: High - Associated with this proﬁle's contribution to
the Mass Transit Strategy and enabling increased use of transit.

Mass Transit Route B2 BRT
Route Planning and Design

-

- ⬇ -

Part of
Transit
Composite
(23,700)

⬇

Community

Included
Above

This proﬁle will expand transit capacity and decrease Pathway 3 emissions from
increased use of transit displacing personal vehicle use. Expanding transit
access and availability will enable greater use of transit and reduce emissions.
The emissions impacts for this proﬁle will be quantiﬁed under the
Transportation Transit Composite.
Direct Emission Impacts: High - Associated with expanded transit capacity.
Enabling Emission Impacts: High - Associated with this proﬁle's contribution to
the Mass Transit Strategy and enabling increased use of transit.

Rollie Miles Recreation Centre
and Rollie Miles Athletic Field
District Park Renewal are
found in the Unfunded Growth
Projects (Facilities and Open
Space) above

Chinatown Infrastructure
Improvements

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

- ⬆❓

Not
Quantiﬁed

86,100

⬇

Both

10,100

This proﬁle is related to improvements to Chinatown infrastructure including
97 Street paving, 107A Avenue Streetscape rehabilitation, McCauley
Neighbourhood Renewal (Streetscapes in Chinatown), Mary Burlie Park
improvements, and Harbin Gate. There may likely be lighting increases leading
to increase Pathway 3 emissions. No indication of tree removal or addition, and
therefore unknown impact to Pathway 4 emissions. Generally renewal will
enable more active travel within the neighbourhood potentially enabling
emissions reductions.
Direct Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated additional lighting installation
and due to uncertainty.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with potential enabling
more active travel and due to uncertainty.

Enhanced SNIC - Capital
Funding Split

-

- ⬆ -

500

⬆

Corporate

10,600

This service package includes the purchase of new equipment to increase
service levels. This will result in increased fuel use in snow management
equipment in Pathway 3. Increased road accessibility will enable increased road
usage and indirectly increase emissions in Pathway 3 (this impact is not
quantiﬁed).
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with the fuel use of new equipment.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Med: associated with the increased road usage
enabled by increasing snow clearing services.

Bike Network Redeveloping
Area Completion Options

-

- ⬇ -

Part of
Active Mode
Composite
(700)

This proﬁle would expand the bike network within the city and ensure residents
have greater opportunity to access destinations by biking or other micro
mobility modes. Proﬁle will directly decrease Pathway 3 emissions through
more use of active mode of travel.

⬇

Community

155,500

Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with increased active mode
capacity.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with the potential to induce
more active travel and displace vehicle travel.

Options to Strengthen Natural
and Agricultural Land
Protections

This proﬁle includes acquisition of the land which will prevent it from becoming
developed and can enable natural asset protection and allow for ongoing
carbon sequestration of these lands in Pathway 4.

-

-

- ⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

10,000

Direct Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with purchasing land that would
otherwise be developed.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with the long term protection of
land from development.
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Pathway

Service Package Name

CETS Action

1

2

3

4

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Enabling

Community
/Corporate
/Both

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

Description of GHG Impacts

This service package provides supporting funds to operate the C5
North East Community Hub. The community hub provides a number
of City services centralized in one location for easy access. No direct
or enabling emissions impacts.

Summary of Service Packages - Funded
Funded Council Directed
Standalone Service Packages
Community Services - Social Development
Continue Subsidies for C5 North East
Community Hub

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Community

1,200

Missing and Murdered Indigenous
Women and Girls Action Plan

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

N/A

4,911

This service package has no direct or enabling emissions impacts.

Integrated Service Packages
Community Services - Community Standards and Neighbourhoods

Encampment and Unsheltered
Homelessness Response

This service package could see ﬁve vehicles (trucks) added to the City
ﬂeet. Also, the service increase has potential to reduce the need of
emergency service (ambulances, etc.) and therefore may enable
decreases in emissions.
-

-

⬆

-

<100

⬇

Corporate

19,475

Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: Associated with the
additional vehicles.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with possible
reduced need for emergency service response.

Problem / Derelict Properties
Initiative

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

4,736

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

N/A

529

Funded Growth on Existing Services

This service package will not lead to any impacts to emissions from
the vacant properties. City ownership and management of
properties would reduce the risk to properties (such as risk of ﬁre)

Standalone Service Packages
Communications and Engagement - Reputation and Brand
Operationalize Multilingual
Framework

-

This service packages is related to capacity building initiatives but
not related to climate change or GHG mitigation. No direct or
enabling emissions impacts.

Oﬃce of the City Manager - City Manager
This service package is expected to be predominantly staﬀ time, and
not have any direct impact to emissions.
Truth and Reconciliation

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

❓

Community

4,531

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Both

1,600

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

6,531

Enabling Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with the
uncertain results from increased inclusion and consideration of
Indigenous interests impacting emissions production and general
inclusion of Edmonton's community.

Oﬃce of the City Manager - Legal Services
Agile Corporate Security Services

This service package has no operational emissions impacts.

Oﬃce of the City Manager - Oﬃce of the City Clerk
2025 Election Costs

This service package is related to election costs and therefore no
change in operational emissions.

Employee Services - HR Strategic Services, Learning and Organization Development

Develop Leadership Capacity

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

N/A

945

This service package is related to increase leadership capability.
There are no operational emissions impacts expected. Improved
staﬀ leadership may indirectly impact emissions from better
leadership resulting in improved staﬀ performance, however the
impact is uncertain.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with
uncertainty in resulting emissions impacts.

Employee Services - Talent Acquisition, Service and Solutions

Employee Mediation and Conﬂict
Resolution

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

N/A

496

This service package is a service level increase for internal work
around dispute resolution. No direct emissions impact since it is
assumed this is predominantly staﬀ time. Improved / more available
conﬂict resolution could enable better staﬀ performance and
indirectly reduce emissions due to that improved performance.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with
uncertainty in resulting emissions impacts.

Employee Service Centre Resourcing

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

N/A

2,492

This service package is a service level increase for internal work
around payroll. No direct emissions impact since this is assumed to
predominantly be staﬀ time. No enabling emissions impacts.

Employee Services - Workforce Safety and Employee Health

Safety Service Evaluation

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

❓

N/A

1,738

This service package results in service level increase for internal
work around OHS. No direct emissions impact since it is assumed
this is predominantly staﬀ time. Additional OHS requirements
developed through this proﬁle may indirectly impact emissions,
however this is uncertain since speciﬁc measures are not deﬁned.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with
uncertainty in resulting emissions impacts.

Funded New or Enhanced Service
Standalone Service Packages
Communications and Engagement - Reputation and Brand

Digital / Web Service Improvement

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Communications and Engagement - Research, Engagement and Communications
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N/A

775

This service package does not include additional space or server
load requirements. The proﬁle may enable emission decreases if
services are provided digitally therefore reducing travel to access
service. No direct emissions impacts.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with uncertain
impact on reduced vehicle use.
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Pathway

Service Package Name

CETS Action

Measuring Perception Drivers

1

2

-

-

3

-

4

-

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Not
Quantiﬁed

Enabling

❓

Community
/Corporate
/Both

Community

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

330

Description of GHG Impacts

This service package is expected to predominantly include staﬀ time.
Better understanding of perceptions and use of that information in
decision making can lead to better decisions related to energy use
and emissions.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with the
uncertain ﬁnal use of the information and impacts to emissions.

Oﬃce of the City Manager - Legal Services

Core Insurance Functions

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Corporate

256

This service package enables Pathway #1 and #2 through integrated
asset management/property loss control strategy, risk/insurance
analysis and advice including that associated with District Energy
and Renewable Natural Gas contracts and operational aspects.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Low: provides guidance on a project by
project basis that supports business case development - marked low
as the data is not a requirement of funding but supports work.

Community Services - Community Recreation and Culture

Arts Habitat Edmonton Service
Agreement Funding

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

❓

Community

1,800

This service package is expected to be predominantly staﬀ time and
not have any direct impacts on emissions. The implementation may
include infrastructure / space usage requirements and policy that
would have implications for energy use and emissions.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with the uncertain
impacts to energy use and emissions.

Ortona Armoury Arts Habitat
Edmonton Renewal

-

⬆

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

N/A

2,069

This service package is for the operating impacts under capital
proﬁle # 20-12-0230. This proﬁle is related to renewal and
rehabilitation work. Energy assessment indicated reduced energy
use from 2019 operation of building. Building was closed in 2020
and 2021, and resuming operations will increase Pathway 2
emissions. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with resuming
operations of the facility and the related energy use.

Community Services - Social Development
Anti-Racism Grants

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Both

4,800

Community Safety and Well-Being
Grants

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

2,000

This service package has no speciﬁc operational emissions impacts
identiﬁed.
This service package has no speciﬁc direct operational emissions
impacts identiﬁed.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with reducing
emergency service requirements.

Employee Services - Talent Acquisition, Service and Solutions
This service package is related to increasing service level increases
for internal work around D&I. There is no direct emissions impact
expected from this service level increase since it is expected to be
predominantly be staﬀ time.
Expanding Diversity & Inclusion

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

N/A

506

Expanding the inclusion and diversity of more views may reveal new
solutions or options for reducing GHGs, and therefore potentially
enables an indirect decrease in emissions.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with
uncertainty in resulting emissions impacts.

Workforce Data and Analytics

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

N/A

548

This service package is related to workforce speciﬁc data analytics.
There are no direct or enabling impact on emissions.

Financial and Corporate Services - Assessment and Taxation

Clean Energy Improvement Program
(CEIP)

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

250

This service package is for one-time funding for one of the steps that
will enable the CEIP program (Automation of the municipal tax
repayment software). This program will support emissions neutral
buildings through energy retroﬁts in the community.
Enabling emissions impacts - High: associated with program
potential to impact the whole City.

Financial and Corporate Services - Corporate Procurement and Supply Services

CPSS Workforce Redevelopment

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

N/A

780

This service package is related to service level increase for internal
work supporting procurement. No direct emissions impacts are
expected, but better support for procurement could enable more
streamlined internal processes and indirectly reduce emissions.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Immaterial.

Financial and Corporate Services - Open City and Technology
OCT Staﬀ Training Requirements

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

N/A

726

SAP MaxAttention

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

3,390

This service package is related to staﬀ training initiatives but not
related to emissions reductions. No direct or enabling emissions
impacts.
This service package is related to software service support. No direct
or enabling emissions impacts.

Financial and Corporate Services - Service Innovation and Performance

Corporate Integrated Data Solution
(CIDS)

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

❓

Corporate

6,587

This service package is related to data management systems, energy
use impacts associated with this will be reﬂected through server
capacity increase requirements in other proﬁles.
Better integration of data into decision making could improve
decisions made that are related to energy use and emissions.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with the
uncertainty of the ﬁnal use of data.

City Operations - Fleet and Facility Services
Fleet Strategy & Governance
Implementation

-

-
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-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

84

4,866

This service package is a budget adjustment following cost reduction
eﬀorts associated with ﬂeet strategy and governance. The
adjustment accounts for cost reductions that did not materialize.No
direct emissions impacts. No enabling emissions impacts.

APPENDIX A
Pathway

Service Package Name

CETS Action

Safety Compliance of Legislated
Heating Plant

1

2

3

4

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Enabling

Community
/Corporate
/Both

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

Description of GHG Impacts

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

N/A

1,799

This service package is related to the maintenance and safety
compliance of boiler systems. Enables ongoing use of heating plants,
indirectly maintaining emissions levels. No growth in emissions.

City Operations - Parks and Roads Services

Overhead Sign Maintenance

TSAER - Safe Mobility program
Funding

-

-

-

-

- ⬆ ❓ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Both

1,360

This service package funds the Intelligent Transportation Signs (ITS)
Structures program to ensure a safe mobility system for all users.
There is no expected direct emissions impact.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with proper signage
supporting reduced congestions

⬇

Community

45,000

This service package is for the operating impacts under numerous
capital proﬁles, direct emissions rankings are the result of
combining the rank of the related capital proﬁles. Objective of this
service package is to improve safety on roads and reduce conﬂict
between travel modes and users. New signals increase energy use
and therefore increase Pathway 2 emissions. Uncertain direct
impact to Pathway 3 emissions due to uncertainty in impacts to
congestion and potential to increase active travel and transit use.
This may enable emissions reductions due to less aggressive driving
and safer streets for active travel.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with new signal energy
use, and impacts to road, active travel, and transit use.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with the broad
application of this strategy across the City.

Urban Planning and Economy - Development Services
This service package will: support greater climate resilience and
energy transition; enable compact, walkable, mixed use,
development that supports equitable access to employment,
education and amenities; and mitigate land use impacts to preserve
Edmonton's environment.
Zoning Bylaw Renewal Continuation

⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Both

210

Direct Emissions Impacts - High: associated with the direct impacts
of zoning renewal to support energy transition and
compact/eﬃcient community development.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - High: associated with the potential
transformation impact that would be induced due to zoning renewal
and the inclusion of climate change considerations.

Urban Planning and Economy - Economic Investment Services

Chinatown Strategy Implementation

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

❓

Community

1,224

This service package includes implementation of the Chinatown
Strategy to assist built economic resilience. Speciﬁc actions are to be
deﬁned, but are not expected to have any direct impacts to
emissions. Uncertain enabling impacts due to speciﬁc actions
undertaken in the strategy to be deﬁned.
Enabling Emissions Impact - immaterial: associated with the
uncertain emissions impact that result from actions under the
strategy.
This service package will focus on the promotion of downtown as a
destination, an economic hub, and making downtown safer. This will
contribute to the densiﬁcation of housing and employments within
the inner core.

Downtown Vibrancy Strategy

-

- ⬇ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

20,871

Direct Emissions Impacts - High: associated with increased density
and reduced commuting in personal vehicles due to the multiple
mobility options.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - High: associated with the
transformational impact expected with implementation of the
strategy.

Funded Operating Impacts of Capital
Standalone Service Packages
Communications and Engagement - Reputation and Brand

Corporate Digital Media Production

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

N/A

1,576

This service package is aimed at enhancing communication
methods. No direct emissions impacts. Better communication of
climate change eﬀorts promoted or undertaken by the City may
indirectly reduce emissions.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Immaterial.

Oﬃce of the City Manager - Fire Rescue Services

Computer Aided Dispatch

Next Generation 9-1-1 (NG911) IP
Call Handling

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

-

716

This service package is operating impacts for capital proﬁle
#CM-18-1510. This proﬁle is related to software service application
renewal and does not directly impact emissions (any server growth
required would be evaluated in separate proﬁle if/when required).
No known enabling emissions impacts.

Corporate

1,932

This service package is operating impact of capital related to capital
proﬁle #19-51-1904. This proﬁle is related to software. Any
necessary additional energy demand from such software would be
evaluated if and when growth in server capacity is proposed. No
direct or enabling emissions impacts.

Corporate

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

7,000

This service package is related to increasing security posture that
increases the number and type of security controls we have in place
to better detect (or respond) to security threats. No direct or
enabling emissions impacts.

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

N/A

2,352

This service package is related to maintaining equipment that is
already in place and does not include growth or fuel switching.
Therefore there are no change in direct or enabling emissions.

-

Financial and Corporate Services - Open City and Technology
Increased Security Posture and
Capabilities
City Operations - Edmonton Transit Service
Maintenance of Active Air and
Surface Puriﬁcation Systems
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Service Package Name

CETS Action

1

2

3

4

Train to Wayside Technology
Operating Impacts of Capital

-

- ⬇ -

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Not
Quantiﬁed

Enabling

⬇

Community
/Corporate
/Both

Corporate

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

366

Description of GHG Impacts

This service package is the operating impacts of Train to Wayside
technology installation under a capital proﬁle.
This proﬁle will make LRT operation more reliable and provide safety
and security on the trains which could boost ridership. The increase
in ridership would likely mean less cars on the road which would
result the reduction in GHG emissions. However, without survey
data on LRT Reliability and Safety on LRT, carbon impacts due to this
speciﬁc technology cannot be quantiﬁed.
Direct Emission Impacts: Low. Associated with Pathway 3 emissions.
Enabling Emission Impacts: Low. Reliability in LRT operations and
understanding the LRT passenger count may optimize the use of
LRVs which could reduce the overall energy use by the LRT system.

City Operations - Fleet and Facility Services

Maintenance for Microgeneration
Solar Proﬁle

Windermere Fire Station

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Corporate

1,400

This service package is related to the maintenance of existing solar
energy systems. It will not directly impact emissions but is required
to maintain the ongoing success of the existing systems therefore
enabling indirect reductions in emissions.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with properly
maintaining solar PV systems to ensure ongoing renewable energy
generation.

-

Corporate

547

This service package applies to the maintenance and custodial
services at the new Windermere Fire Station. No direct or enabling
emissions impacts.

City Operations - Parks and Roads Services

Developer and ARA Traﬃc Signals

- ⬆ ⬇ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

320

This service package is for the operating impacts from traﬃc signals
installed under capital proﬁle # CM-66-2525.
This is for the new signals in the developing area to provide safe
movements for all travel modes. Any new signals will increase
energy use and should be marked as an increase to Pathway 2
emissions. The impact would be immaterial because it expected to
be under 100 tonnes annually. Pathway 3 carbon impacts for
individual traﬃc signals would be related to the amount of reduction
in traﬃc delay which would in turn reduce Pathway 3 emissions.
Direct Emission Impacts: Immaterial. Associated with Pathway 2 and
3 emissions.
Enabling Emission Impacts: Low. Associated with Pathway 3
emissions. Overall, traﬃc signals will improve traﬃc ﬂow and thus
reduce the carbon footprint.

LRT Traﬃc Systems Growth

Safe Mobility Strategy - Safe
Crossings

-

-

-

-

- ⬆ ❓ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

N/A

1,100

This service package is for Operating Impacts of Capital related to
LRT Capital Proﬁles. This operating proﬁle enables LRT expansion
which will indirectly increase transit ridership and enable reduction
from personal vehicle use.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - High: associated with this proﬁles
contribution to implementation of the Mass Transit Strategy.

⬇

Both

0

This service package is for the additional full-time employees (FTEs)
to support capital proﬁles, direct emissions rankings are the result
of combining the rank of the related capital proﬁles. Objective of this
service package is to improve safety on roads and reduce conﬂict
between travel modes and users. New signals increase energy use
and therefore increase Pathway 2 emissions. Uncertain direct
impact to Pathway 3 emissions due to uncertainty in impacts to
congestion and potential to increase active travel and transit use.
This may enable emissions reductions due to less aggressive driving
and safer streets for active travel.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with new signal energy
use, and impacts to road, active travel, and transit use.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - medium: associated with the broad
application of this strategy across the City.

Safe Mobility Strategy
Implementation Safe And Livable
Community Streets

- ⬆ ❓ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

0

This service package is for the additional FTEs to support capital
proﬁles, direct emissions rankings are the result of combining the
rank of the related capital proﬁles. Objective of this service package
is to improve safety on roads and reduce conﬂict between travel
modes and users. New signals increase energy use and therefore
increase Pathway 2 emissions. Uncertain direct impact to Pathway 3
emissions due to uncertainty in impacts to congestion and potential
to increase active travel and transit use. This may enable emissions
reductions due to less aggressive driving and safer streets for active
travel.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with new signal energy
use, and impacts to road, active travel, and transit use.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - medium: associated with the broad
application of this strategy across the City.

Snow Storage Site Upgrades

- ⬆ - ⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

1,200

This service package is the operating impacts from snow storage site
upgrades under a capital proﬁle.
The newer snow storage sites will prevent the loss of habitat, protect
natural areas, including streams, rivers and water bodies, and
reduce waste which will reduce the Pathway 4 emission. The
technology installed for telecoms will likely increase operational
emissions impacts associated with electrical loads in Pathway 2. No
enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with increased energy
use oﬀset by impacts to natural areas.

Integrated Service Packages
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Service Package Name

CETS Action

1

2

3

4

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Enabling

Community
/Corporate
/Both

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

Description of GHG Impacts

Oﬃce of the City Manager - Fire Rescue Services

Cumberland Fire Station

-

- ⬆ ⬆

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Corporate

4,687

This service package is for the operating impacts from the new
net-zero Cumberland Fire Station.
This is a growth proﬁle for a new emissions neutral ﬁre station
which will meet C627 policy and be designed to be emissions neutral
with renewable energy production. This neutrality means it will have
no impact to pathway 1 or 2 emissions. This is a vacant lot that has
not been developed before and may have natural asset impacts.
There will be ﬁre trucks purchased for this location which will
increase ﬂeet emissions.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with solar PV
deployment, new ﬁre trucks, and potential impacts to natural lands.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - medium: associated with maintaining
fast response times for extinguishing ﬁres and reducing emissions.

Walker Fire Station

-

- ⬆ ❓

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Corporate

2,273

This service package is for the operating impacts from the new
net-zero Walker Fire Station (CM-99-9000).
This proﬁle is related to a City owned site development. The facilities
are expected meet C627 policy and be designed to be emissions
neutral with renewable energy production. This neutrality means it
will have no impact to Pathway 1 or 2 emissions. This is a vacant lot
that has not been developed before and may have natural asset
impacts, uncertain impacts to Pathway 4. There will be ﬁre trucks
purchased for this location which will increase ﬂeet emissions.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with new ﬁre trucks, and
potential impacts to natural lands.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with maintaining
fast response times for extinguishing ﬁres and reducing emissions
and reducing emergency service requirements by providing
aﬀordable housing.

Community Services - Community Recreation and Culture

Coronation Park Sports and
Recreation Centre

- ⬆ - ⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

N/A

4,335

This service package is for the operating impacts under capital
proﬁle #15-21-5801.
This proﬁle was designed prior to 2021 when C627 was adopted and
therefore the building is not emissions neutral and will increase
Pathway 2 emissions. A net increase in total number of trees is
expected through the project decreasing Pathway 4 emissions. No
enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions impact - Medium: associated with the emissions
footprint of a new recreation facility.

Lewis Farms Recreation Centre and
Library

- ⬆ ⬆ ⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

N/A

316

This service package is for the operating impacts under capital
proﬁle # 15-21-5785.
This proﬁle was designed prior to 2021 when C627 was adopted and
therefore the building is not emissions neutral and will increase
Pathway 2 emissions. The addition of trees and vegetation planted
on the currently cleared undeveloped lot will decrease pathway 4
emissions. New parking lot will increase personal vehicle capacity
and increase Pathway 3 emissions. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions impact - Medium: associated with the emissions
footprint of a new recreation facility developed on a previously
undeveloped lot and new parking lot. Some minimal savings from
additional trees in landscaping.

Operational Planning for new River
Valley Park

- ❓ ❓ ❓

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Both

7,598

This service package is an operating impact of capital for developing
new river valley lands as part of the river valley network (related to
capital proﬁle CM-30-3030 and CM-99-9000). There are few details of
the speciﬁc development that is required, but it is assumed to
include landscaping, lighting, restrooms, trails, access roads and
parking. Uncertain impacts for Pathway 2, 3 and 4 emissions. No
enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: Associated with the site
development and level of emissions expected from lighting,
facilities, and transportation.

Valley Zoo - Nature's Wild Backyard
Phase II

- ⬆ - ❓

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

N/A

2,387

This service package is for the operating impacts under capital
proﬁle # 22-12-9007.
This proﬁle is for the Valley Zoo - Nature's Wild Backyard Phase II
project. There is no inclusion of solar PV or other energy systems,
therefore no impact to Pathway 1 emissions. Addition of facilities
will increase Pathway 2 emissions. No transportation routes
involved, therefore no impact to Pathway 3 emissions. Unclear if
there is a net gain in trees associated with the project, and therefore
uncertain Pathway 4 emissions impacts. No enabling emissions
impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with new facility
energy use and potential impact to land use.

Community Services - Community Standards and Neighbourhoods

Computer Aided Dispatch
Implementation

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

City Operations - Edmonton Transit Service
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2,715

This service package is operating impacts for capital proﬁle
#CM-18-1514. This proﬁle is related to software service application
renewal and does not directly impact emissions (any server growth
required would be evaluated in separate proﬁle if/when required).
No known enabling emissions impacts.

APPENDIX A
Pathway

Service Package Name

CETS Action

Metro to Blatchford Operating
Impacts of Capital

1

2

3

4

⬇ - ⬇ -

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Not
Quantiﬁed

Enabling

⬇

Community
/Corporate
/Both

Corporate

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

13,674

Description of GHG Impacts

This service package is for the operating impacts under capital
proﬁle # 16-66-7013.
This proﬁle will decrease Pathway 1 emissions through the use of
solar energy. The station energy use is intended to be net zero,
therefore no impact to Pathway 2 emissions. Development of LRT
will enable transit to be used by more residents decreasing Pathway
3 emissions from fewer personal vehicle trips.
Direct Emissions impact - Low: associated with the increased
capacity of transit and deployment of solar PV.
Enabling Emissions Impact - High: associated with overall expansion
of transit system and increased use of that mode of transportation.

Summary of Service Packages - Unfunded
Unfunded Council Directed
Standalone Service Packages
Community Services - Community Recreation and Culture
This service package will result in growth in events and festivals that
will increase emissions associated with power and heating
requirements within any buildings associated with the events as well
as transportation emissions. This impact is uncertain due to a lack of
details about what growth events are supported.
Festival Support and Growth

- ❓ ❓ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬆

Both

1,972

Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with the broad
application of this proﬁle across the City but limited understanding
in speciﬁc supports provided.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with possible induced
travel associated with events but lack of details about supports for
alternative modes of travel.

Heritage Valley Project Development

⬇ -

- ⬆

Not
Quantiﬁed

❓

Both

447

This service package is funding for the design for a new recreation
facility on previously undeveloped land. There is therefore
signiﬁcant uncertainty associated with the resultant direct emissions
impacts. Facility is assumed to adhere to C627, and be constructed
to emissions neutral standards and therefore not impact Pathway 2
emissions. Policy requires Solar PV to be integrated into facility to
reach emissions neutral standard, decreasing Pathway 1 emissions.
Uncertain enabling emissions impacts associated with induced
travel mode for accessing facility. If the project advances, the related
emissions impacts of the proposed design of the facility would be
assessed under a future proposed capital proﬁle.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with the development of
previously undeveloped lands and deployment of energy generation
systems.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with induced
transportation to the site once completed.

Reinstatement of Outdoor Pool
Operating Season

- ⬆ -

-

<100

⬆

Corporate

1,291

This service package will increase operational hours which will in
turn increase the emissions associated with operations while
providing better service for Edmonton residents. Increased service
hours may enable more transportation related emissions by
residents attending the pools if personal vehicles are predominantly
used.
Direct Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with the additional
energy use of the pools.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with increased
personal vehicle travel to the pools due to increased operations.

Community Services - Social Development

Aﬀordable Housing and
Homelessness Prevention

- ⬆ -

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

74,804

This service package could impact emissions if funding resulting
from the plan supports or enables the development of new housing
units that are not emissions neutral therefore increasing Pathway 2
emissions. Historically, this housing has been at least 30% better
than the building code in terms of energy use. Planning for higher
eﬃciency aﬀordable housing can alleviate energy poverty and
ultimately reduce energy use, enabling a decrease in emissions
indirectly.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with any new housing
that is developed not meeting an emissions neutral standard.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - medium: associated with the ability for
this eﬀort to assist in alleviating energy poverty associated with the
potential to reduce the need for emergency services and the
associated energy use.

Deliver a Tiny Home Village

- ⬆ -

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Both

32,030

This service package supports the development of 30 new tiny
homes would and would increase Pathway 2 emissions from the
energy use of the tiny homes, however it is expected that providing
housing to those experiencing homelessness would serve to reduce
service needs for emergency services and therefore indirectly
decrease emissions.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with the comparatively
low energy cost for operating tiny homes.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - medium: associated with the potential
to reduce the need for emergency services and the associated
energy use.
This service package is related to providing Edmonton Sport Council
with operating funding.

Edmonton Sport Council - Operating
Support

❓ ❓ -

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

❓

Community

712

Direct Emissions Impact - Low: associated with the uncertainty of
what the funding will go towards and its emissions impacts oﬀset
with the broad application of this proﬁle.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with uncertainty
in scope of proﬁle.
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2

3

4
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CO2e)

Enabling

Community
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/Both
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($000s)

Hotel Based Approach for
Homelessness Response

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Both

81,140

Increase Operational Subsidies for
C5 North East Community Hub

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Community

800

Indigenous-led Shelter

- ❓ -

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

15,000

Description of GHG Impacts

This service package does not change energy usage. However, It is
expected that this will reduce the need for emergency services and
therefore enable indirect emissions reductions.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - medium: associated with the potential
to reduce the need for emergency services and the related energy
use.
This service package provides supporting funds to operate the C5
North East Community Hub. The community hub provides a number
of City services centralized in one location for easy access. No direct
or enabling emissions impacts.
This service package provides funding for a new community
operated building which if not emissions neutral then it will increase
emissions. This may be a brownﬁeld development or a retroﬁt of an
existing building, leading to uncertainty in impacts to Pathway 2
emissions.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with uncertainty of the
energy use of the community operated building.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with possible
reduced need for emergency service response.

City Operations - Edmonton Transit Service

Redeploy VLSE hours/buses

-

- ⬇ -

Part of Transit
Composite
(23,700)

⬇

Both

22,367

This service package includes re-deploying buses that were
operational and therefore reﬂects a service increase without
increased emissions. This is therefore a decrease in Pathway 3
emissions. Overall this will support growth of the transit network
which will enable more use of public transit which can displace the
use of personal vehicles.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with increased
service / transit use using existing ﬂeet vehicles.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - High: associated with the contribution
of this proﬁle to the Mass Transit Strategy.

City Operations - Parks and Roads Services

Grazing Project

- ❓ ⬇ -

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

1,408

This service package should reduce emissions associated with ﬂeet
equipment for mowing lawns in Pathway 3. However, there may be
increases in emissions associate with the housing, transport, and
other emissions of goat herd management in Pathway 2.
Direct Emissions Impacts - immaterial: associated with the
reduction in mowing equipment.

Urban Farming and Community
Garden Program

-

-

- ⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

1,352

This service package may transition turf to urban agriculture and
increase the carbon sequestration ability of the land and decrease
Pathway 4 emissions. Urban agriculture and community gardens
provide opportunities for local food production. Local food
production can enable reductions of emissions associated with
importing food.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with the small
negligible impact of emissions sequestration from the gardening.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with the reduced
freight emissions from local food production from each farm.

Urban Planning and Economy - Economic Investment Services
After Hours Support for Night-Time
Economy

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

N/A

208

This service package is for a strategy development to use existing
infrastructure. Any impacts that would increase energy use would be
further identiﬁed in diﬀerent proﬁles and service packages in the
future.

Urban Planning and Economy - Planning and Environment Services

Community-speciﬁc Heritage Work

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Community

2,000

This service package supports community-speciﬁc heritage work
across the City as a component of the Neighbourhood Renewal
Program. This includes the implementation of heritage
interpretation, and public art and urban design enhancements that
contribute to place-making. The proﬁle will have no direct or
enabling emissions impacts.
This service package will have energy eﬃciencies in managing
historic assets and facilities which could decrease the operational
Pathway 2 emissions.

Historic Resource Management
Strategy

- ⬇ -

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Corporate

826

Direct Emissions Impacts - medium: associated with implementation
of the strategy across historic resources throughout the City.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - medium: associated with the
management of historic resources and their associated energy use.

Implementation Program for
City-owned Historic Resources

- ⬇ -

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

3,929

This service package would provide funding for the City to take care
of City owned heritage assets. This could enable and impact
operational emissions of facilities and is intended to help improve
energy eﬃciency through rehabilitation work, decreasing Pathway 2
emissions.
Direct Emissions Impact - medium: associated with potential
application of this proﬁle to numerous historic resources and
reducing energy use in these assets.
This service package will ensure that we do not lose natural assets
that are currently sequestering carbon. The scope of this proﬁle and
amount of land that it will be impacting will be captured within the
speciﬁc land purchase proﬁles.

Natural Area Protection

-

-

- ⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

890

Direct Emissions Impact - Low: associated with the speciﬁc proposed
natural asset protection included in this budget package.
Enabling Emissions Impact - medium: associated with the
importance of maintaining any and all existing natural areas to
maximize carbon sequestration from these natural lands.

Integrated Service Packages
Urban Planning and Economy - Planning and Environment Services
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Pathway

Service Package Name

CETS Action

River Valley Trail Strategy

1

-

2

-

3

4

- ❓

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Not
Quantiﬁed

Enabling

-

Community
/Corporate
/Both

Both

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

1,196

Description of GHG Impacts

This service package will result in the creation of a River Valley trail
inventory, evaluation of the environmental impacts of diﬀerent trial
types and uses, and creation of trail management and use
guidelines for internal and external partners. These are primarily
recreational trail networks and will have no meaningful operational
emissions impact with regards to decrease in automobile use.
Direct Emissions Impact - Low: associated with uncertainty of the
impact of the strategy on maintaining natural assets.

Urban Planning and Economy City
Plan Implementation

⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Both

8,235

This service package will have signiﬁcant impacts on all four
Pathways by: facilitating the use of local renewable energy; pursuing
emissions-neutral and net-positive infrastructure, buildings and
neighbourhoods; building a low carbon mobility system and creating
opportunities for carbon neutral city districts; and protecting and
preserving Edmonton's ecological network, preventing the
development on arable land, and supporting carbon sequestration.
Direct Emissions Impacts - High: associated with the comprehensive
nature of the plan, and the potential for this implementation to be
highly transformative in terms of energy use and emissions.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - High: associated with enabling lower
emissions choices for housing and transportation throughout the
City.

Unfunded Council-Driven
Standalone Service Packages
Community Services - Community Recreation and Culture
Support for YMCA Castledowns

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Community

2,000

This service package will support continued operation of the Castle
Downs YMCA. No direct or enabling emissions impacts.

Community Services - Social Development

Free Play for Kids

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬆

Community

2,400

This service package will support the Free Play for Kids subsidized
sports program. Proﬁle includes the potential development of
dedicated transportation for participants. No direct emissions
impacts. Potential enabled increased emissions from development
of dedicated transportation.
Enabling emissions impacts - Immaterial: associated with the
potential development of dedicated transportation for participants.

Unfunded Growth on Existing Services
Standalone Service Packages
Oﬃce of the City Manager - Legal Services
New and Upcoming Council Priorities

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

1,000

This service package is related to legal services expansion and
therefore no direct impact on emissions.

Oﬃce of the City Manager - Oﬃce of the City Clerk

Census

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

❓

Community

4,704

This service package is expected to predominantly include staﬀ time.
Travel associated with the census is minimal as most workers tend
to live in the areas they work in. Use of census data in decision
making can lead to better decisions related to energy use and
emissions.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Immaterial: associated with the
uncertainty of the ﬁnal use of data.

Resources for Mayor's Oﬃce and the
Corporate Pool

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Corporate

2,823

This service package is service support for operations and has no
operational emissions impact.

42,910

This service package is asking to make the contracting dollars
received permanent for the On Demand transit service. There is no
material growth of services associated with this and therefore no
direct emissions impact.

City Operations - Edmonton Transit Service

On Demand Permanent Funding

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

N/A

Enabling Emissions Impact - High: associated with this proﬁle's
contribution to the Mass Transit Strategy.
Integrated Service Packages
City Operations - Parks and Roads Services
On-Street Construction and
Maintenance Variance

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

N/A

19,800

This service package is a budget adjustment with no operational
emissions impact.

Detour Service Revenue Budget
Correction

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

N/A

10,408

This service package is a budget adjustment with no operational
emissions impact.

Enhanced Snow and Ice Control
Service Standards

-

- ⬆ -

1,200

⬆

Corporate

165,096

This service package includes an increase in use of existing
equipment that will be increased by 57% to 80-85%. This will result
in increase fuel use in snow management equipment. Increased
road accessibility will increase road usage and indirectly increase
emissions.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with the increased
use of existing equipment.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with the increased
road usage enabled by increasing snow clearing services.

Unfunded New or Enhanced Service
Standalone Service Packages
Community Services - Community Recreation and Culture
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Pathway

Service Package Name

CETS Action

Recreation Partnership and Facility
Investment Programs

1

-

2

-

3

-

4

-

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Not
Quantiﬁed

Enabling

❓

Community
/Corporate
/Both

Community

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

21,412

Description of GHG Impacts

This service package will support the implementation of the
Partnership Framework. This framework will provide funding directly
to partner organizations to plan and deliver projects that will
increase or enhance recreation and culture opportunities in
Edmonton. No direct impacts to Pathway 1, 2, 3 or 4 emissions.
There are unknown emissions impacts associated with any capital
work that is enabled.
Enabling Emission Impacts: immaterial: associated with the
uncertain emissions impact that result from actions under the
strategy.

Community Services - Community Standards and Neighbourhoods

Animal Welfare

-

- ⬆ -

<100

❓

Corporate

14,979

This service package is related to human resources and will increase
ﬂeet by six vehicles that include heating and cooling in the
transportation space, it may also enable emissions by completing
studies of facility and equipment changes. Direct emissions
impacting larger equipment will be included in the associated
Capital proﬁle.
Direct Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with fuel use in
new vehicles.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with uncertain
emissions impacts from changes to facility and equipment.

Community Services - Social Development
Reinstatement of Community
Investment Operating Grant

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Community

15,460

This service package will provide operating assistance to Edmonton
non-proﬁt organizations with a primary mandate of sport, recreation
and social services. No direct emissions impacts. No enabling
emissions impacts.

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

N/A

4,696

This service package is work to clean and disinfect the facilities and
maintain the bottle stations. No direct or enabling operational
emissions impact.

City Operations - Fleet and Facility Services
Enhanced Cleaning and Disinfecting
City Operations - Parks and Roads Services

Nuisance and Invasive Species
Monitoring and Control Program

Sidewalk Strategy

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

Not
Quantiﬁed

❓

⬇

N/A

N/A

952

20,000

This service package includes the implementation of monitoring and
control plans for invasive species. There are unknown emission
implications of this work.
Enabling emissions Impacts - Immaterial: associated with
uncertainty of the ﬁnal control plans and related energy/emissions
impacts.
This service package addresses the gap between sidewalk
maintenance and capital work completed through Neighbourhood
Renewal and may enable greater active transport which could
enable emissions reductions.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Low: associated with induced active
transport from sidewalk maintenance, while applicable City wide.

Urban Planning and Economy - Economic Investment Services

Funding for Edmonton Screen
Industries Oﬃce

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

❓

Community

6,452

This service package will support and develop screen industries in
Edmonton. Support provided to build industry capacity with no
expected direct impacts. No direct emissions impacts. Growth of
screen industries may enable emissions impacts, but currently
uncertain enabling impact to emissions.
Enabling Emissions Impact - immaterial: associated with the
uncertain impact of growth of screen industries.

Urban Planning and Economy - Planning and Environment Services

Climate Adaptation Strategy
Implementation Composite

❓ ❓ ❓ ❓

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Both

11,000

This service package will create funding composite to support
investment in resilience eﬀorts to prepare and adapt the community
and the corporation to the impacts of climate change. Direct impacts
may increase and decrease emissions depending on the scope of
work ultimately completed. Indirect decreases in emissions are likely
due to better preparation for climate events leading to faster
recovery time and therefore reduce emissions from recovery eﬀorts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - High: associated with the comprehensive
nature of the strategy across the entire City, and the overlap with
emissions reducing strategies often used for mitigation.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - High: associated with improving
preparedness and emergency response to help minimize the
disruption due to climate change events.
This service package will both lead to direct emissions reductions
and enable signiﬁcant reductions through all four Pathways. NOTE:
The quantiﬁed emissions only represent the savings associated with
the Clean Energy Improvement Program (CEIP) delivery.

Energy Transition Strategy
Implementation Composite

⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇

(3,300)

⬇

Both

32,000

Direct Emissions Impacts - High: associated with the comprehensive
nature of the strategy, and the impact of implementation in
reducing energy use and emissions across the entire City.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - High: associated with enabling lower
emissions choices for City residents.
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Service Package Name

CETS Action

Supplemental Community
Adaptation Implementation

1

2

3

4

❓ ❓ ❓ ❓

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Not
Quantiﬁed

Enabling

Community
/Corporate
/Both

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

Description of GHG Impacts

This service package will support investment in resilience and
adaptation eﬀorts to prepare and adapt the community to the
impacts of climate change. Direct impacts may increase and
decrease emissions depending on the scope of work ultimately
completed. Indirect decreases in emissions are likely due to better
preparation for climate events leading to faster recovery time and
therefore reduce emissions from recovery eﬀorts.

⬇

Community

3,000

Direct Emissions Impacts - High: associated with the comprehensive
nature of the strategy, and the overlap with emissions reducing
strategies often used for mitigation.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - High: associated with improving
preparedness and emergency response to help minimize the
disruption due to climate change events.

Supplemental Community Energy
Transition Implementation

⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

14,000

This service package will both lead to direct emissions reductions
and enable signiﬁcant reductions across all Pathways more
speciﬁcally.
- Pathway #1: New partnerships to support a neighbourhood scale
hydrogen heating pilot and advancing new policy or regulations for
renewable energy access
- Pathway #2: New initiatives to support emission neutral building
construction and retroﬁt capacity and delivery of new programming
to address energy poverty and new initiatives to mobilize and track
voluntary carbon oﬀset purchases
Direct Emissions Impacts - High: associated with the comprehensive
nature of the strategy, and the reduced energy use and emissions
across the entire City.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - High: associated with enabling lower
emissions choices for City residents.

Supplemental Corporate Adaptation
Implementation

❓ ❓ ❓ ❓

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

This service package will support investment in resilience and
adaptation eﬀorts to prepare and adapt the corporation to the
impacts of climate change. Direct impacts may increase and
decrease emissions depending on the scope of work ultimately
completed. Indirect decreases in emissions are likely due to better
preparation for climate events leading to faster recovery time and
therefore reduce emissions from recovery eﬀorts.
Corporate

10,000

Direct Emissions Impacts - High: associated with the comprehensive
nature of the strategy, and the overlap with emissions reducing
strategies often used for mitigation.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - High: associated with improving
preparedness and emergency response to help minimize the
disruption due to climate change events.

Supplemental Corporate Energy
Transition Implementation

⬇ ⬇ ⬇ ⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Corporate

14,000

This service package will both lead to direct emissions reductions
and enable signiﬁcant reductions.
- Pathway #1,4: Funding renewable energy and fuel or purchasing
oﬀsets.
- Pathway #1,2, and 3: Advancing policy, process and operational
changes such as energy conservation measures, recommissioning,
embodied carbon disclosure and planning and feasibility studies.
- Pathway # 4: Implementation of natural asset management.
- Pathway # 1 to 4: Improved additional analytic and decision making
tools and resources.
Direct Emissions Impacts - High: associated with the comprehensive
nature of the work, and the potential for implementation to reduce
energy use and emissions across the entire City.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - High: associated with enabling lower
emissions choices for City residents.

Integrated Service Packages
Corporate Expenditures and Revenues - Corporate Expenditures and Revenues
This service package provides operating grants for aﬀordable
housing providers. Provision of aﬀordable housing can indirectly
reduce emissions due to reduced emergency service requirements.
Aﬀordable Housing Grant Program

- ❓ -

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

25,834

Direct Emissions Impacts - medium: associated with the City-wide
nature of program and uncertain energy performance of housing.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - medium: associated with potential to
reduce the demand for emergency services and related energy use.

Community Services - Community Standards and Neighbourhoods
This service package will result in operational emissions increase
associated with new ﬂeet vehicles. Increases to safety will enable
increased transit system use.
Transit Safety Resource Stabilization

-

- ⬆ -

100

⬇

Corporate

27,103

Direct Emissions Impacts - Low: associated with estimated fuel use
of new ﬂeet vehicles.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - Medium: associated with the
contribution to the Mass Transit Plan and improving the safety of
transit use and potentially boosting its use.

Community Services - Social Development

Municipal Drug Poisoning Response

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

1,604

Enabling emissions impacts - Low: associated with potential reduced
need for emergency response.

City Operations - Parks and Roads Services
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This service package is to continue coordination of the Community
Liaison Committee. Potential to reduce need for emergency
response related to drug poisoning, and enable emissions
decreases. No direct emissions impacts.
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Service Package Name

CETS Action

Execution of the Urban Forest MGMT
Plan

1

-

2

-

3

-

4

-

2026 GHG
Emissions
Impacts
(tonnes
CO2e)

Not
Quantiﬁed

Enabling

⬇

Community
/Corporate
/Both

Both

2023-2026
Budget
Request
($000s)

860

Description of GHG Impacts

This service package support the execution of the Urban Forest
Management Plan and will support natural asset carbon
sequestration work, enabling reductions from enhanced land
management and tree planting. No direct emissions impacts, but
eﬀorts support data-driven decision making to improve land
management.
Enabling Emissions Impact - medium: associated with application of
the plan to the entire City and overall objectives of the plan.

Public Washroom Strategy

-

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬆

N/A

32,923

This service package support a strategy that would enable new
washrooms which could increase utility use and therefore
emissions. These new washrooms would be introduced as Capital
items and therefore this proﬁle has no direct emissions impact.
Enabling Emissions Impact - Low: associated with new utility use for
new public washrooms constructed under the strategy.

Urban Planning and Economy - Planning and Environment Services

Growth Management
Redevelopment Incentives

- ❓ ⬇ ⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

Community

11,000

This is service package funds densiﬁcation through direct incentives
to developers and builders. This would lead to decreased Pathway 3
emissions associated with the reduction in travel. There could
potentially be direct reductions associated with Pathway 2 emissions
if this program considered incentives to improve the energy
performance of buildings. Densiﬁcation eﬀorts serve to reduce
sprawl and the development of natural lands and therefore has a
direct reduction to Pathway 4 emissions.
Direct Emissions Impacts - medium: associated with increased
density and associated reductions in transportation emissions as
well as a reduction of developing natural areas.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - High: associated with shifting City
growth towards more sustainable methods.

Unfunded Operating Impacts of Capital
Standalone Service Packages
City Operations - Parks and Roads Services
Parks and Open Spaces Inventory
Growth Maintenance (was previously
called: Operating Impacts of Capital Parks and Open Spaces)

-

-

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬇

N/A

23,819

Enabling Emissions Impacts - medium: associated with maintaining
trails to support inducing greater active travel.

Roadway and Other Service Asset
Maintenance

-

Specialized Maintenance
requirements

-

Urban Forest Maintenance and Care

-

This service package supports maintenance related to the trails
component of this proﬁle would maintain active forms of travel.
Increase service required for increased inventory of trails, which
indirectly can lead to emissions decreases.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- ❓ ⬇

Not
Quantiﬁed

⬆

Not
Quantiﬁed

-

Not
Quantiﬁed

Corporate

3,076

This service package enables ongoing use of road infrastructure, and
therefore indirectly leads to increases in the use of personal
vehicles.
Enabling Emissions Impacts - medium: associated with enabling
ongoing growth of use of personal vehicles.

N/A

-

Corporate

6,880

7,424

This service package supports maintenance related to roads, bridges
and alleys. This is additional funding/service to maintain specialized
assets. Generally maintains existing infrastructure with no direct or
enabling impact to baseline emissions.
This service package identiﬁes the funding required to maintain
existing urban forest assets. These trees are included in baseline
emissions, however the ongoing care and maintenance of urban
forest assets maintains ongoing sequestration due to healthy trees
and ensure long life spans of assets to maximize reductions from
plantings. No enabling emissions impacts.
Direct Emissions Impacts - medium: associated with maintaining a
healthy urban forest to maximize natural carbon sequestration
slightly oﬀset by the emissions generated from vehicle and
equipment use.
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Description of Assumption Categories
The development of the carbon budget required various assumptions that can be categorised as follows:
1. General assumptions: these are assumptions that were made to help clarify and deﬁne the overall
process that was developed. This may also include assumptions on how to deal with diﬀerent types
of proﬁles such as composites, strategy related proﬁles, and operating impacts of capital.
2. Assumptions speciﬁc to PATHWAY 1: Renewable and Resilient Energy Transition
3. Assumptions speciﬁc to PATHWAY 2: Emission Neutral Buildings
4. Assumptions speciﬁc to PATHWAY 3: Low-Carbon City and Transportation
5. Assumptions speciﬁc to PATHWAY 4: Carbon Capture and Nature-Based Solutions

General Assumptions
Assumption

Item
General scope

The community and corporate GHG inventories help to set the scope of the type

boundaries

of operational emissions that are considered in evaluation of the budget.
Diﬀerent sectoral emissions sources are provided to help clarify scope decisions.
Community emissions align with the following sectors:
- Residential buildings
- Agriculture, forestry and ﬁshing activities
- Manufacturing industries and construction
- Non-speciﬁed sources
- Commercial and institutional buildings and facilities
- Energy industries
- Fugitive emissions
- On-road transportation
- Transboundary transportation
- Oﬀ-Road transportation
- Aviation transportation
- Rail Transportation
- Waste
- Agriculture, Forestry, and Other Land Use
- Industrial Processes and Product Uses
Corporate emissions align with the following sectors:
- Buildings & Other Facilities
- Streetlights & Traﬃc Signals
- Vehicle Fleet
- Transit Fleet
- Waste Management
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Scope of Emissions

The quantiﬁed carbon budget only includes Scope 1 (direct emissions) and Scope

included in carbon

2 emissions (electricity related emissions).

budgeting

The corporate GHG inventory includes those emissions sources that are directly
within the operational control of the City. The community GHG inventory
includes emissions sources within the City boundary.

Projects substantially

The carbon budget does not include GHG impact assessment for capital projects

completed prior to 2023

that were approved through previous capital budgets, that are substantially
complete, with cash ﬂow extending into 2023 and beyond. The GHG emissions of
these projects will be incorporated into annual GHG emissions updates once
they are in service.

Boards and Commissions Capital proﬁle requests for all Boards and Commissions have been assessed for
GHG impacts. Operating service package requests for Boards and Commissions
have not been assessed for GHG impacts, but will be incorporated into annual
GHG emissions reporting if approved by City Council.
Emissions quantiﬁed by

Pathway 1: relates to emissions associated with energy supply including Solar PV

pathway

deployment, and capturing landﬁll gas for energy use
Pathway 2: relates to emissions associated with energy use within buildings and
facilities
Pathway 3: relates to emissions from transportation and urban design including
street lighting.
Pathway 4: relates to emissions from land use change, and sequestration from
tree planting. This would also include any industrial carbon capture equipment if
included.

Qualitative assessment

The comparison for the qualitative assessment of the pathway emissions is the

benchmark

2021 emissions inventory.

Quantitative assessment

For the community carbon budget, the ‘Business-as-Planned’ Scenario from

benchmark (community

Edmonton’s City Plan has been adopted as the current state emissions forecast,

current state emissions

which reﬂects the most recent emissions forecast prepared for community

forecast)

emissions. This scenario assumes that growth occurs according to the City’s
approved statutory land use plans and historical growth patterns prior to
adoption of The City Plan. Therefore the carbon budget impacts compared
against the current state community emissions illustrate the progress towards
carbon reductions as The City Plan is implemented.
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Quantitative assessment

The corporate current state emissions forecast does not assume growth in the

benchmark (corporate

City’s transit, waste or vehicle ﬂeet, streetlighting electrical load and assumes

current state emissions

modern equivalent replacement of any vehicles reaching their end of life. It

forecast)

assumes no new emissions producing facilities and decreasing emissions
associated with the City's landﬁlls.

Rounding

●

All ﬁgures related to community emissions have been rounded to the
nearest 10,000 tonnes. If less than 10,000 tonnes they will be presented
as <10,000 tonnes.

●

All ﬁgures related to corporate emissions have been rounded to the
nearest 1,000 tonnes. If less than 1,000 tonnes they will be presented as
<1,000 tonnes.

●

Individual project quantiﬁcations are presented to the nearest 100
tonnes. If less than 100 tonnes they will be presented as <100 tonnes.

Materiality

Description of the GHG impacts, as well as magnitude of direct and enabling
GHG impact (if any). The direct and enabling GHG emissions impacts were
assessed for:
●

immaterial (<100 tonnes of CO2e),

●

low (100 to 1,000 tonnes of CO2e),

●

medium (1,000 to 10,000 tonnes of CO2e),

●

or high (10,000 or more tonnes of CO2e) impacts.

The impacts are not necessarily directional. For example there may be uncertain
impacts that are considered “medium” because they could have emissions
impacts in the 1,000 to 10,000 tonnes of CO2e range increasing and also have
some impacts that are decreasing.

City of Edmonton's green The qualitative assessment does not consider the City of Edmonton's green
electricity procurement

electricity purchases as part of the evaluation. However, the quantitative
calculation presented in the report does consider the City's green electricity
purchases.

Operating impacts of

Any related emissions from operations have been reported within capital GHG

capital (OIC)

assessments.

Renewal (including ﬂeet)

Renewal is considered to have no material emissions impact as this is not
actively replaced with high energy eﬃciency equipment. In some cases there will
be eﬃciency improvements due to modern equivalent standards, but these will
not be quantiﬁed or evaluated. The general assumption is that renewal is
considered business as usual, and any inherent eﬃciency improvements will be
captured in future GHG inventories.
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Quantiﬁcation of capital

The scope of work included within the Neighbourhood Renewal Program and the

project composites for

Energy Transition Strategy Implementation composite proﬁles is vast. Due to the

the Neighbourhood

quantiﬁcation limitations discussed in the 2023-2026 Carbon Budget, only

Renewal Program and

portions of these composite projects were quantiﬁed for GHG emissions

Energy Transition

impacts. Once considering the full scope of the projects, and as more details

Strategy

become known, the projects will have more GHG emissions impacts than the
amount reported.
●

Neighbourhood renewal - only includes net impact of tree changes

●

Energy Transition Strategy Implementation composite - only includes
estimate impact of Clean Energy Improvement Program

Proﬁles that involve

As per the foundation of the Community Energy Transition Strategy, data-driven

enhancing data

decision making is critical to make informed decisions for energy use and

availability and use within emissions. Therefore any proﬁles or packages that result in improved data
the corporation

gathering and use will decrease enabling emissions.

Pathway #1: Renewable and Resilient Energy Transition
Item

Assumption

Interaction of City

In 2026 the City will have emissions neutral electricity. While solar PV will lead to

installation of solar PV

a decrease in electricity requirements from the grid, that electricity will already

and green electricity

be emissions neutral as per the City’s green electricity contract and will therefore

procurement

have no net impact.

Quantiﬁcation of Landﬁll Quantiﬁcation of GHG impacts are estimated to align with the City's GHG
Gas to Renewable
Inventory methodology rather than other measurements and estimates taken
Natural Gas

related to Alberta's Technology Emissions Innovation Regulation.

Pathway #2: Emission Neutral Buildings
Item

Assumption

Emissions impacts of City These buildings meet the previous City Policy C532 that had a requirement that
buildings designed prior buildings would be designed with 40% lower emissions than energy code from
to 2021 (when City Policy 2011, but will still lead to an increase in emissions overall.
C627 was adopted)
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Solar PV generation in

Emissions associated with solar installations in new city owned buildings that

new City buildings that

adhere to City Policy C627 are included in the overall emissions neutrality of the

meet City Policy C627

building and are not broken out for quantiﬁcation or qualiﬁcations. Pathway 1
emissions for any new City buildings adhering to City Policy C627 are ranked as
'no impact'.

Energy retroﬁts as part of Energy retroﬁts as a part of a facility renewal will be segregated into two
renewal

pathways if the retroﬁt includes solar PV or other renewable systems. The
emissions impact from the retroﬁt component will be reported as an emissions
reduction within Pathway 2 and the solar component will be shown as a
decrease for Pathway 1.

Retroﬁts to buildings that Retroﬁts to buildings that have not yet had any design or scoping work done, will
have not yet had any

not be going through construction this budget cycle, and have no land use

design or scoping work

changes will not be quantiﬁed until the scope and energy study are completed.

done
Energy "Plug Use" (Such

Energy "Plug Use" (Such as Computers) directly impact Pathway 2 emissions

as Computers)

similar to other building systems.

Open City Technology (IT) It is assumed that all budget requests related to Open City and Technology do
impacts

not increase server room requirements. If at any point additional server space is
required, this would be brought forward as a new growth or renewal proﬁle and
emissions increases associated with this growth would be assessed at that time.

Impacts of increased

Emissions from construction activities are considered 'embodied carbon' and are

construction

not currently assessed within carbon budgeting. Future iterations of this work
may consider these impacts.

New emissions neutral
buildings

Growth buildings are assumed to adhere to City Policy C627 and therefore be
designed to be emissions neutral with renewable energy production. This
neutrality means these buildings will have no impact to Pathway 1 or 2
emissions. In situations where a new emissions neutral building is constructed
to replace an existing facility, the potential decreased emissions from the
decommissioned facility is not assumed unless the decommissioning cost is
speciﬁcally included as part of the capital proﬁle request.

Building retroﬁts with

There are certain facilities that have not been operational for many years and

increased emissions

will be undergoing retroﬁts that will improve energy eﬃciency, and therefore be

listed as part of the

in support of the Community Energy Transition Strategy's goals. However, there

Community Energy

will also be a new overall emissions increase (low or immaterial) to the City

Transition Strategy

because the buildings have not been operational for the last few years.
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New park facilities (bathrooms, pavilions, etc.) are expected to consume energy
for their operation and lead to increases in pathway 2 emissions.

Pathway #3: Low-Carbon City and Transportation
Item

Assumption

Quantiﬁcation of

Transportation-related budget requests were combined as a composite to

transportation related

estimate travel demand and the resultant impacts of greenhouse emissions for

projects

the entire transportation system, which is a more accurate approach to
quantifying GHG impacts rather than on an individual project basis. To provide
further perspective of the emissions impacts related to diﬀerent transportation
modes, the Transit, Road, and Active mode composites were evaluated
separately and quantiﬁed for GHG emissions impacts.

Transit, road, and active

The direct emissions impacts of the transportation composite proﬁles were

transportation proﬁles

evaluated based on the changes in transportation system capacity and assumed
use (e.g., increase or decrease capacity and use of each travel mode). For
example, the direct impacts of a transit proﬁle that expands transit capacity
decrease pathway 3 emissions as the result of a shift of travel from personal
vehicle use to transit. The decrease in automobile use results in decreased fuel
consumption which in turn reduces pathway 3 emissions.
Enabling emissions impacts of transportation composite proﬁles include the
emissions impacts associated with potential induced travel on the respective
mode considering the population and employment growth patterns as a result of
the investments. For example, considering future population growth a new
transit investment increases transit accessibility which could stimulate the
Transit Oriented Development (TOD) along the related transit corridor. The
expected growth of population and TOD typically provide opportunities for
residents living in TOD to access amenities within a short distance by either
transit or active modes. This would enable reduced automobile dependency for
the residents living in TOD which in turn reduces the GHG emissions.

New and renewed

New parking lots result in more personal vehicle trips. This would encourage

parking lots and bike

driving and thus would increase pathway 3 emissions.

racks
New bike racks provide opportunities for safe/secure bike parking which would
encourage more biking. This can shift driving trips to bike trips which would
decrease pathway 3 emissions.
Renewal work done to the active transportation network maintains current use,
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and considering future population growth this renewal enables emissions
decreases.
Renewal work done to parking lots maintains current use, and considering future
population growth this renewal enables emissions increases.
Transportation safety

Enhancing and maintaining transportation safety can enable indirect emissions

related proﬁles

impacts and will likely reduce mobility/transportation related emissions.
Programs or initiatives (such as automated enforcement, safe crossing or
neighbourhood speed limits) tend to increase speed compliance, encourage use
of active travel modes and thus reduce GHG emissions impacts.

Bike paths and

Any addition to active transportation capacity (sidewalks, trails, etc.) results in

pedestrian paths (active

direct emissions reductions for pathway 3.

network)

Renewal work done to the active transportation network maintains current use
and enables emissions reductions when considering future growth of the City.

Transit renewal

Transit renewal proﬁles maintain use of the route and enables emissions
reductions when considering future growth of the City.

New transit garages

These facilities are emissions neutral facilities. The assets (LRV and buses) are
not included in the direct impact assessment. These facilities enable signiﬁcant
emissions reductions associated with mass transit access and future emissions
neutral bus housing requirements.

Pathway #4: Carbon Capture and Nature-Based Solutions
Item

Assumption

Quantiﬁcation for natural If there are projects that do not have a deﬁned location or footprint,
asset impacts of City

quantiﬁcations will not be completed as it is too early to provide an accurate

owned development

assessment.

projects
Soccer ﬁelds and open

Soccer ﬁelds and open space turf do not support emissions sequestration and

space turf

would be considered the equivalent of developed land.

Natural asset protection

The assumption is that natural areas would have been developed if not
protected. Ongoing enabling emissions are associated with the lands' increased
ability to sequester carbon over time.
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Naturalization, greenery, Naturalization is considered to decrease pathway 4 emissions related to
vegetation, landscaping,

returning developed lands back to a natural state.

and low impact
development (LID)

Proﬁles including greenery, vegetation, landscaping, and low impact
development are not considered as decreases to pathway 4 due to these aspects
not currently being included in the current quantiﬁcation methodology.

Irrigation within capital

Some capital projects include installation of irrigation. These were considered

proﬁles

immaterial for assessment although increased water use and the associated
energy of processing and pumping water do exist.

Trees added through

Only corporately owned trees will be calculated, in alignment with the current

development processes

inventory.
Trees that are planted by the City along the right of way for new development
will be captured. Privately planted trees are not included.

Transition to or from

Natural asset transitions to or from farmland or turf were not calculated in the

farmland or turf

quantiﬁcations. Farmland and turf cause emissions both from the land use and
from the operations that maintain them. The City's natural asset calculation tool
currently includes a factor for farmland that includes both the operations and
the land use. However, the scope of the GHG inventory only includes the natural
asset land use, not the emissions from operations to maintain. Since the
inventory and the tool used to calculate emissions impacts are not aligned, the
tool could not be used for quantiﬁcation purposes.
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APPENDIX C: Key Terminology
Adaptation - Lowering the risks and negative impacts and embracing potential opportunities associated with
climate change so that communities and ecosystems are prepared to cope with new climate conditions.
Climate Resilience - The ability to prepare for, recover from and adapt to severe weather; ocean warming and
acidiﬁcation; extended periods of drought and extreme temperatures, and other deleterious eﬀects of
climate change.
Community Carbon Budget - The amount of GHG emissions permitted for the municipality of Edmonton
based on emission targets over a period of time.
Community Carbon “Fair” Share Budget - The amount of GHG emissions permitted for the municipality of
Edmonton, over a period of time, based on C40’s methodology to assign a “fair” proportion of the global
carbon budgets to C40 cities.
Corporate Carbon Budget - The amount of GHG emissions permitted from City-owned and operated assets
and operations based on emission targets over a period of time.
Current State Emissions - The amount of GHG emissions inventory (emissions actuals for the years 2015 to
2021) plus the long term emission forecast amounts (for the years 2022 through to 2050).
Carbon Capture - A process where carbon dioxide (CO2) is separated (captured) from industrial and energy
sources, and can be either stored and used to create a new product.
Carbon Deﬁcit/Surplus - The annual diﬀerence between GHG emissions and the emission targets. A deﬁcit
implies that the current state emissions are greater than the target emissions. For future forecast purposes
the deﬁcit/(surplus) is measured against the forecasted emissions.
Carbon Neutral - A carbon neutral community or corporation is where the net per-person greenhouse gas
emissions is zero. Carbon neutral energy is energy with net zero greenhouse gas emissions.
Decarbonization - The process of stopping or reducing the release of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere.
District Energy System - Local, centralized energy systems that produce and distribute thermal energy
(heating and/or cooling) for customer use.
Embodied Carbon - The total of all GHG emissions that result from the manufacture and supply of
construction products and materials, as well as the construction process itself.
Energy Model - A study that is done on a building to estimate the proposed energy use of a building after
construction or a retroﬁt. These are the most accurate way to determine the emissions associated with new
construction or a retroﬁt project.
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Emission Targets - Desired levels of maximum annual GHG emissions based on a percentage reduction from
the 2005 baseline year to achieve GHG emission goals.
Emissions Neutral/Emissions Neutral Building - An Emissions Neutral building is a building that is highly energy
eﬃcient and: a) uses only Renewable Energy for its operations on an annualized average basis (this may
include either on or oﬀsite generated Renewable Energy), OR b) produces and supplies onsite Renewable
Energy in an amount suﬃcient to oﬀset the annual greenhouse gas emissions associated with the energy
consumed for its operations.
Enabling - Refers to the indirect emissions impact of a project. A project or initiative that would not have a
direct impact on GHG emissions within a pathway, but rather support other work to be done to either
increase or decrease emissions.
Energy Transition - A risk management approach designed to: (1) diversify a community’s energy mix and
reduce its dependence on fossil fuels, (2)reduce greenhouse gas emissions to levels that are consistent with
limiting the long-term rise in the average global temperature to 2°C, (3) ensure energy delivery systems (for
electricity and natural gas) are resilient and durable to the forces of climate change, (4) increase
self-suﬃciency with respect to its electrical power and heating needs and (5) position itself to participate in
what is potentially the largest economic opportunity humankind has ever experienced
Green Electricity - Electricity that comes from natural sources such as sunlight, wind, rain, tides, plants, algae
and geothermal heat. These energy resources are renewable, meaning they are naturally replenished.
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) - Gases such as carbon dioxide, methane and nitrogen oxide which actively contribute
to the atmospheric greenhouse eﬀect. GHGs also include gases generated through industrial processes.
Low-Carbon Energy - Energy that is produced using signiﬁcantly lower amounts of carbon dioxide emissions
than is emitted from fossil fuel energy.
Nature-Based Solutions - Actions to protect, sustainably use, manage and restore natural or modiﬁed
ecosystems, which address societal challenges, eﬀectively and adaptively, providing human well-being and
biodiversity beneﬁts.
Negative emissions - Negative emissions (or GHG removal) is the opposite of GHG emissions. Negative
emissions refers to removing GHGs from the atmosphere through: i) technology (e.g. removal through
carbon capture equipment), or 2) nature-based solutions (e.g. removal through increasing trees or other
natural carbon sinks).
Net Zero - Net zero emissions are achieved when emissions of greenhouse gases are balanced by removals.
Emissions should be reduced as close to zero as possible and remaining emissions would be balanced by an
equivalent amount of carbon removal, through nature-based solutions or technology.
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Renewable Energy - Energy that is obtained from natural resources that can be naturally replenished or
renewed within a human lifespan. These resources include moving water, wind, biomass, solar, geothermal,
and ocean energy.
Renewable Natural Gas - Renewable source of methane gas (the primary component of natural gas) created
through the breakdown of organic matter in the absence of oxygen. There are many diﬀerent processes and
waste types that can be used to produce renewable natural gas.
Sequestration - Capturing and storing greenhouse gases in natural assets such as plants and vegetation,
which reduces the amount of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.
Social cost of carbon - An estimate of the economic damages associated with a small increase in carbon
dioxide emissions (conventionally one metric tonne).
Solar PV - Photovoltaic cells (also known as solar panels) are semiconductors made up of silicon atoms that
convert the sun’s energy into electricity.
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